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EDITORIAL 
THE AVERAGE SHIRBURNIAN 

From the results of a rather hasty and super
ficial survey carried out at the end of last term, 
several interesting facts have emerged. If you go 
to Sherborne you have a one in five chance of 
being christened John, a one in three chance of 
being the son of an O.S., two-thirds of a chance 
of aiming seriously at University-and if that is 
where your aim lies, it is two to one that your 
first choice will be Oxbridge (Cambridge nearly 
twice as popular as Oxford). You have a two to 
one chance of coming from a professional two
car family and you may well be one of the four 
in every ten who live in either Surrey, Hants, 
Dorset or Somerset. 

From this can be drawn a composite picture 
of the 'average' Shirburnian, for some a feared 
and hated mould to be avoided at all costs. 
There are other sides to this figure-for example, 

a certain enthusiasm incomprehensible to some, 
and a modest conformity which is appalling to 
others. 

There have been very few genuine eccentrics 
in ~he school during the past few years-prob
ably too few. At the moment we have a growing 
number of pale imitations. 

No one can be a genuine eccentric unless he 
knows where the true centre lies. Furthermore, 
no one is impressed by those who try to appear 
eccentric for the mere sake of it. Instead of 
finding their feet first, they discover, too late, 
that their feet never touch the ground until they 
are forced to do so with an unpleasant jolt. 

The image of the average Shirburnian should 
set a standard on which eccentrics can improve; 
the danger is that in shying away from it they may 
merely fall far below it. 

NOTEBOOK 
Two of the new masters this term were Heads of 

their respective schools: I. R. Elliott, Esq., from 
Rugby, and C. A. J. Knott, Esq., from Sher
borne (a. 1952-57). 

It is with much regret that we must announce 
the death, only shortly after the beginning of 
term, of the third new member of the staff, 
M. Williams, Esq., of whom an obituary appears 
later in the magazine. 

* * * * * 
In beating Clifton 11-6 the XV scored over 

100 points in the season for the first time since 
1941. This is the second time in successive terms 
that the Clifton match has appeared in the Note
book; furthermore, the Pilgrims' match with 
Clifton in August ended in a draw with the 
scores level, an echo of last term's tie. 

* * * * * 
A party of boys visited the Masada Exhibition 

at the end of term. Staged in the Festival Hall, 
it was not very extensive but the exhibits, lay-outs, 
diagrams, and photographs were excellently 
arranged and evoked the extraordinary and inter
national spirit which lay behind the enterprise. 

Some members of R.B.A.l. ('Inst') attended 
the School Concert on 14th December, the first 
such visitation within living memory, though in 
earlier days this entertainment for guest teams 
was almost standard form. The referee would 
sometimes oblige with a turn of some kind, while 
the XV (no doubt to establish a moral superiority) 
never failed to render the Football Song (Spare 
us! Ed.) 

* * * * * 

On 19th October a party attended a Sixth 
Form Conference held at Yeovil on the subject 
of the relevance of 'Christianity in the modern 
world'. 

* * * * * 

George Cansdale, better known as the Zoo 
Man, gave a talk on Thursday, 10th November 
on the Kenyan National Parks. He illustrated the 
end of his talk with two snakes, one of which 
was a baby python, and with slides. 
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Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Beard on the 
birth of a daughter; Mr. and Mrs. Knott-a son; 
Mr. and Mrs. Leach-a son; Mr. and Mrs. 
Moore-a son. We regret the preponderance of 
males! 

* * * * * 
Congratulations to R. A. W. Sharp, Esq., on 

ebing selected for the Final England Rugger 
Trial. The Staff includes many more Dark Blues 
than Light, and it was therefore fitting that 
Oxford won the Varsity Match this year, though 
it remains a puzzle to know why twice as many 
Oxbridge candidates are aiming for Cambridge 
as there are candidates for the other place. 
(Stop Press 

Further congratulations to him on being 
selected to captain England against Australia.) 

* * * * * 
A team of fourteen H.M.I. visited the School 

during the third week in November. For what 
appears to have been a successful occasion the 
School enjoyed an extra holiday on 6th 
December. 

By a strange coincidence, between these two 
dates, a copy of the report of the first inspection 
(four H.M.I. in March 1905) came to light among 
some old papers where it had been lying perdu 
for sixty years. The most tactful comment on it 
seems to be that since those days the School 
'has worked well and made good progress'. 

* * * * * 
On 26th October the Prep won a school match 

by 105-3, thus breaking their own record which 
had stood fort hirty years. This feat secured three 
square inches in the Guardian and a mention on 
the B.B.C. 
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The School's best to date is two scores of 50-0 
(v. Downside 1940 and v. Blundell's 1941); its 
worst 0--37 (v. Tonbridge 1899). The highest 
score of which there is record seems to be: 
Dartmouth 180 All Hallows 0 (1907). 

* * * * * 
R. W. Chetham-Strode (0.S.) has presented to 

the Library an autographed copy of The Guinea 
Pig; it is appropriate that (as well as our special 
novel) we should now officially possess our 
special play. 

* * * * * 
So mid-morning P.T. is to go. The demise of 

this half-century-old institution (it was started 
in 1915 as a war measure) is the first overt 
result of the recent inspection. 

Many, no doubt, are rubbing their hands in 
glee at the thought of an unencumbered half
hour break. But Nature abhors a vacuum; other 
developments (official or unofficial) are at least 
possible. 

* * * * * 
PRODUCTIVITY 

The three new classrooms are said to have been 
put up for the most part within the space of one 
day in the holidays. 

* * * * * 
We take off our hats to: 

1. The House Prefect who announced that the 
religious talk that evening would be compul
sory for all those who wanted to go! 

2. The master who admitted 'I never really feel 
safe anywhere except in Sherborne'. 

3. One of our correspondents who complained 
that we had acknowledged receipt of his 
anonymous letter. 

OBITUARIES 
W. E. BECKETT (c. 1910-14) 

Sir Eric Beckett died in August after a long 
illness. His Sherborne career was distinguished
scholar, winner of many prizes, and head of his 
house. In the first war he served in France, 
Salonika and the Caucasus, and was mentioned 
in despatches. 

A scholar of Wadham, Oxford, he got a first 
in Law, was Eldon Law Scholar, and from 
1921-28 a Fellow of All Souls. Called to the Bar 

in 1922, he made his career in the Civil Service 
and from 1945-53 was chief legal adviser to the 
Foreign Office. He took silk in 1946 and was 
knighted in 1948. 

From 1936-53 he was a Governor of the 
School, and Sherborne owes him a considerable 
debt for his activity over many matters of major 
importance at that period. It is worth noting 
that for a short time during the war he also 
taught on the staff, a combination of offices 
that had not occurred at Sherborne for 300 
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years. His two sons were both in the Green in 
the 1940s. 

With Eric Beckett's death there has passed a 
most distinguished international jurist and a 
very good friend of the School. 

* * * * * 
H, J. BUCKMASTER (f. 1896-1900) 

The founder of Buck's Club has died at the 
age of eighty-four. He was the last Shirburnian 
survivor of the Boer War. 

* * * * * 
H. G. BRACK 

Heinz Brack was attached to the Sherborne 
staff in 1936-37. After surviving a torpedoing 
he spent the war years in Australia as an internee. 
Returning to his home in Magdeburg in 1945 he 
was immediately arrested by the Russians on 
undisclosed charges and kept in confinement for 
ten years. His death is announced from Bonn 
(where he had been teaching) at the age of 
fifty-one. 
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COL. SIR PHILIP COLFOX 
Sir Philip Colfox, M.C., who died in November, 

had been High Sheriff of Dorset and for long 
represented this constituency before the present 
member. 

He had served as a Governor for thirty-seven 
years and for a time he was Vice-Chairman. 
The School owes him an especial debt of 
gratitude. 

* * * * * 
MR. M. WILLIAMS 

Mr. Mervyn Williams who had come temp
orarily to help with the school music died very 
suddenly on 16th October. He had been Director 
of Music at Repton for twenty-four years. In 
the month he was at Sherborne his enthusiasm, 
skill and experience as an organist and accom
panist made their mark on the Chapel and 
Musical Society. Those who met him as teacher or 
colleague learnt to know a warm-hearted and 
humorous man with a deep love of music and a 
generous interest in all aspects of school life. 

COMMENT 
CLASSICS LECTURE-OCTOBER 1st 

The unclassical multitude were surprised to find 
themselves fascinated by Canon Pentreath's 
Lecture on Ancient Greece. During his many 
visits to Greece, Canon Pentreath had travelled 
widely and amassed a great store of knowledge of 
almost every corner of the country. The many 
slides which he showed us proved that he was no 
mean photographer and demonstrated the beauty 
and fascination of Greek landscape, classical 
sites and sculpture, and we are very much 
indebted to him for so interesting a lecture. 

R. J. MARSHALL 

* * * * * 
THE ROYAL INSTITUTE OF CHEMISTRY 

LECTURE 

Dr. Wallworth of Nottingham University 
talked to local Sixth Forms on 27th October on 
the subject of 'Crystals'. He showed some giant 
grown crystals and demonstrated crystallization 
with drops of solution on projector slides. He 
illustrated their optical properties by slides 
viewed in ordinary light and polarized light, and, 
using models, explained some crystal structures. 

PROPHECIES 

On 27th August, 1913, Nowell Smith (Head
master of Sherborne), perhaps stirred by the 
rampant athleticism then on his doorstep in the 
School, wrote to The Times mildly suggesting 
that a public appeal for £100,000 to train athletes 
for the next Olympic Games was a trifle out of 
proportion. Games, he implied, were all very well 
in their way, but ... If things went on like this we 
might even come to a .kfinistry of Sports. 

The Headmaster's reputation was such as to 
elicit the immediate compliment of a Times 
leader to the effect that Britain simply had to do 
its best; the alternative 'not to go to Berlin in 
1916 would be an insult to our German friends and 
prospectfre hosts'. 

The Times, of course, was to be proved wrong 
within a year. And after half a century, likewise 
the Headmaster--or was he? 
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An official letter from the Clerk to the 
Governors of Sherborne School to a prospective 
parent. 

25th September, 1902 
Dear Madam, 

I enclose Prospectus of Sherborne School. 
I am glad to say there is a good Girls' School 

here which has an efficient Kindergarten class 
in connection with it. 

The Head Mistress is Miss Mulliner. 
Yours faithfully, 

(The Girls' School was founded in 1899. Ed.) 

* * * * * ,, 
JOHN LE CARRE 

To quote the publisher's blurb, 'John Le 
Cam~'s real name is David Cornwell. He is 
married, with three sons, and was educated at 
Sherborne, Berne University, and Oxford. After 
teaching at Eton, he entered the Foreign Service, 
and was posted to Germany. After the success of 
The Spy Who Came In From the Cold he was 
able to devote his full time to writing.' 

But that is not all, of course. He left Sherborne 
early, as he did Eton (where he taught for a 
while) and the Foreign Office, with a sense of 
rebellion; he also did National Service in Austria 
investigating refugees ('the nearest I got to 
spies') and was in Berlin 'when the wall went up, 
that rainy night,' as he said. He also wrote two 
other books which are purely thrillers: Call For 
the Dead and A Murder of Quality. 

He came back here on 18th October to talk 
to the Green Ribbon Club, and explained what 
he was trying to say in The Looking-Glass War 
and The Spy ... His success in putting across his 
ideas is shown by the fact that he does not plan 
to write any more books like The Spy ... 

Both his two main books directly contradict 
the glossy image of James Bond: instead they 
portray a world that is cold, sordid, and petty; 
of spies who were pathetic rather than terrifying; 
and of 'microfilm in shopping-baskets and 
nocturnal radio reports from a semi-detached 
bungalow'. Yet Russia denies the realities too: 
they have their Bond in Richard Sorge, a Russian 
spy working in Japan as a German valet in the 
German embassy in 1941. He was a rather sordid 
journalist, who told Stalin when Hitler would 
attack him, was ignored, and died of drink. 
Today he has an oil tanker, a dam, and a set of 
stamps named after him. 
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When one admits the sleaziness of it all, the 
point of John le Carre's questions comes home. 
The first is, 'How barbaric and brutal can one 
be in defending civilization while still remaining 
civilized?', and secondly, 'How does one get a 
man into this sordid world?'. The latter question 
is answered by appealing to all the ideas of the 
last war, which have turned sour in the Cold 
War. In this way, in the 'Looking-Glass War', 
Leiser, the Polish garage tycoon, who was a 
resistance-fighter and is now a cynical millionaire 
who has come to the end of the road, is sent off 
to Germany to die a futile death. 

The brutality of the way the second question 
is answered inevitably makes one cynical about 
the first: the CJ.A. is no worse than the Russian 
spy network, and certainly no better, as John le 
Carre says. The only thing, in the end, that 
justifies our existence as a democracy is not the 
old Second World War ideal; nor the fact that 
we are civilized and 'good' while the Russians 
are 'bad': but just the fact that we are here and 
may as well stay this way. A cynical approach 
for an O.S. but true. 

The Green Ribbon Club is extremely grateful 
to Mr. Cornwell for giving up a valuable evening. 

P.H. SEDGWICK 

* * * * * 

100 YEARS AGO 
FROM THE SHIRBURNIAN 1866 

The 'Past' bowled the school out for 13 and 
won by 10 wickets. 

The classroom under the new portion of the 
Chapel was completed and in use. 

The Flat Race of 200 yards for cricket fags 
was won by G. Callwell. 

The Debating Club discussed the motion 
'That the Prince Consort was in advance of his 
age'. 

Mr. Monro (O.S.) won a sack race near St. 
Malo 'distancing two French Marquises and a 
Count'. 

Seven pages also are devoted to an obituary 
of J. M. Neale, O.S. (in the school c. 1830-34); 
it would be a great figure indeed who would 
command as much space today. In his time, 
however, this now half-forgotten parson who 
never held a living, but spent most of his working 
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life as Warden of an Almshouse at East Grin
stead (a fine window to his memory is in the 
church) was a celebrated ecclesiologist and 
composer of hymns. 

Of recent months O.S. writers have broken 
quite substantially into the paperback market; 
even so, it is doubtful if their overall impact 

FAR 
SCHOOL TRIP TO ISRAEL AND JORDAN

AUGUST 1966 

There is a time-worn formula for starting 
articles such as this: 'Perhaps the most remark
able thing about the trip was that it ever took 
place at all.' In this particular case it would be 
justified, for, only four days before our departure, 
the Jordan Government retracted its offer to pay 
the greater part of our expenses. But by some 
skilful manipulation of the telephone, Mr. 
Harvey was able to find us places on a plane 
chartered by Inter-Church Travel Ltd. and 
bound for Tel-Aviv, thus enabling us to visit 
Israel. 

We stayed in Israel at Tiberias, on the edge 
of the Sea of Galilee, a glorious spot, although 
700 feet below sea level, and consequently 
extremely hot. From there we visited Nazareth, 
Cana, Acre, Haifa, Caesarea, and round the 
lake itself the Mount of Beatitudes, the River 
Jordan and Capernaum from where we crossed 
the smooth blue water to the Kibbutz Ein Gev. 
Nothing more peaceful could be imagined, 
forty-eight hours later two Syrian Mig fighters 
and three Israeli patrol boats were at the 
bottom of the same sea. It was an inappropriate 
ending to the visit, for, however much one 
disagrees with her methods, Israel's domestic 
achievements cannot but be admired. 

Travelling down to Jerusalem on the Sabbath, 
which earned our coach a volley of stones from 
young Orthodox Jews, we passed through the 
Mandelbaum Gate into Jordan. The contrast 
between the two countries is most marked. If we 
thought we had seen poverty and backwardness 
in Israel, we were to see far greater in Jordan, 
where huge American cars, invariably with their 
horns blaring, sweep past a beggar on the edge 
of the road, pestered with insects, and his face, 
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can yet rival that of the author of 'Jerusalem the 
golden', 'Good King Wenceslas', and 'O happy 
band of pilgrims.' 

It is incidentally of interest that in 1966 J.M.N. 
has himself attracted at least one official pilgrim
age to East Grinstead. 

* * * * * 

particularly his eyes, riddled with disease. 
Perhaps it is a little unfair to compare the two 
countries in this way, for there is no doubt that 
we saw much more of the real Jordan than of the 
real Israel. 

In fact we each spent our first night in Jordan 
with an Arab family. Experiences ranged from a 
luxurious night with the Mayor of Bethany to 
the devoted hospitality of a family of ten who had 
only one room with one bed and no light, 
together with a kitchen the size of a small English 
larder, and a hole in the ground as total sanitary 
facilities. But the hospitality of the Jordanians 
could never be faulted, except- for the excessive 
use of the word 'welcome' which seemed to 
cover 'good morning', 'good evening', 'please', 
'thank you', 'yes', and even 'no'. We spent much 
of our time in the narrow streets and fine buildings 
of Jerusalem, but visited too Bethany, Bethlehem, 
Jericho, Qumran, the Dead Sea, in which few of 
us wish to set foot again, Amman (where an 
abortive visit to the Royal Palace was more 
than made up for by the British Ambassador, 
Mr. Phillips, whose hospitality rivalled that of the 
Jordanians, and had the added advantage of a 
respite from the word 'welcome'), Jerash and 
last, but quite the opposite of least, Petra, whose 
magnificence could not even be clouded by 
twelve hours' travelling in a hard-seated Arab 
bus, which belched smoke from a funnel at the 
back. 

A visit to the Holy Land shatters many 
illusions, for it is as difficult for us to picture the 
flat-roofed stone buildings and crowded narrow 
streets of Jerusalem, spread over the rolling hills 
of Palestine as it was for the Arab boy, who, 
seeing this same view of Jerusalem from the 
Mount of Olives, asked: 'Is this what London 
looks like?' 

M. L. GREY AND D. A. B. LOUGH 
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Having read something about Jordan and 
Israel, it might be of further interest to have an 
idea of Syria, Lebanon, and part of Turkey. 
My father working in Beirut, I was fortunate 
enough to have a very interesting summer 
holiday in the Near East. 

Lebanon, the land of the ancient Phoenicians, 
is a thin country, only half the area of Wales, 
running up the eastern edge of the Mediterranean. 
With the Great Rift Valley included by high 
mountains, the country affords wide variety in 
climate and ways of life. At times it is possible 
to ski in the morning on the slopes near the few 
remaining magnificent Cedars of Lebanon, and 
then to drive about forty miles down from 
9,000 feet to swim that afternoon in the Medi
terranean. 

The country is very rich (mainly from banking 
and export of oil), as can be judged from the 
roads-provided one is somehow left alive on 
them-and by some of the buildings in the capital. 
But poverty can yet be seen in Beirut as well as in 
some of the more underdeveloped regions; 
however the latter are scarce, for the land is 
almost entirely built over. Some Lebanese are 
100 per cent loathsome, and their only interest is 
money which they try to come by in all ways. 
Even so, their land has some wonderful places of 
immense interest: staggering Roman remains 
can be admired at Baalbek; Byblos, the ancient 
city that lends its name to 'Bible', has remains of 
seven civilizations; Sidon ofthe Ancient World 
is well worth visiting; and Lebanon has many 
of the wonderful Crusader castles that dominate 
that part of the world. 

Neighbouring Syria, also an ex-French colony, 
is full of charm, with inhabitants who, unlike the 
Lebanese, show more interest in the well-being 
of their fatherland than in money, though 
possibly they are too interested in their govern
ment, for in the last five years they have had over 
eight revolutions! As well as some fantastic 
Crusader castles, Syria displays many other 
historic sites, perhaps the ancient city of Palmyra 
being the most fabulous. But the many wonders 
of Damascus are beyond description. 

The small area of eastern Turkey that we 
visited was incredibly beautiful, particularly the 
Taurus Mountains which were very like 
scenes from the Rocky Mountains of Canada. 
Still developing, Turkey is in places very back-
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ward, ploughing with oxen, and threshing corn 
out on the ground being common sights. 

These areas are also well worth visiting. 

R. 0. DORMAN 

* * * * * 

A BIRD RINGING EXPEDITION 
TO ICELAND 

During the autumn of 1965 I began to feel 
rather restless. Mr. Lloyd put me on the track of 
Brathay Hall Exploration Group, and this 
expedition was the outcome. 

Through it, and a short but very pleasant 
expedition in the Easter holidays in the Lake 
District with the same group, but a different 
party, I have gained, on the one hand, consider
able experience of camping in a wet summer, of 
getting along with some characters of an unusual 
kind, and of Iceland; and on the other, some 
experience of hill walking, and of camping in 
the snow. 

The journey to Reykjavik, on M.S. Gu/lfoss, 
was noteworthy for three things,-Little Surtsey
or rather a new one, the last having been washed 
into the sea three weeks previously, put on a 
display for us, throwing up a column of ash 
about 1,500 feet high in five seconds, the superb 
view of the coast of Iceland, which I cannot 
begin to describe, and the state of the passengers. 
One who did not suffer unduly was heard 
shouting 'I either drunk or I sick, so I stay
drunk.' He did! 

Reykjavik impressed me by being made out of 
corrugated iron, even one of the grandest hotels 
was roofed with it, and the Youth Council 
Centre was made of it together with mock 
Grecian capitals. The drivers are unused to 
company-this needs no further comment, but 
did need care. Finally there is an almost com
plete lack of the common British birds, the Arctic 
Tern taking the place of the sparrows in the 
parks, and attacking passers-by. 

The next day, in glorious weather, we boarded 
an old Dakota, and flew east to Fagurholsmyri, 
just below Oraefajokull-the southern, and 
highest, end of the Vatnajokull. Having landed 
on a dirt-track, we camped nearby, under a 
line of cliffs which curved round a large bog 
to come to a headland a mile away. 
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From this headland is a view, to the South, 
over marshes to the sea, and an Island -
lngolfshoi, in fact nine miles away. To the 
north-east ran the Sandur, a line of glacial out
wash, several miles wide, a belt of stony text-book 
examples of glaciated scenery. To the left of this 
were the mountains, running to the distant 
horizon, capped with ice, and a glacier, seven 
miles wide, coming down almost to sea level. 
Looking round towards the north, and the east, 
all is mountains, with a small village just under 
them, about two miles away. 

That night red throated divers, on the shallow 
lagoons to the south, kept up an incessant cackle, 
so, let me witness, although well to the south of 
the Arctic Circle, it never got really dark. 

The next day we indulged in a lorry trip, to 
camp thirty miles to the north-east, on the 
Breidamerkursandur, from which we would 
work south, over the Sandur, back to Fagur
holsmyri, ringing the great skuas-about 500 
of them on the trip. This may not seem many, 
but they are very widely scattered, as the adults 
have the unfortunate habit of eating each other's 
young. They have a much more helpful habit of 
attacking passers-by, thereby ensuring that one 
does not miss the young, who sit close, looking 
like stones. 

During the trip, we also ringed 100 arctic 
terns, and ran out of rings on the second day, 
when we found a colony of about 1,000 of them 
by the Jokulsa river. We also caught and ringed 
a few red-necked phalarope on that day. 

The camp site on the Sandur was unusually 
windy, with the winds, having come off the 
glacier, being funnelled on to the tents-singu
larly disturbing and chilling, especially as we 
did not cook in the tents, but in a dust storm! 

We worked our way back over the Sandur, 
seeing, as well as the birds mentioned, snow 
bunting, a gyr falcon, numerous whimbrel, 
some ptarmigan and many grey lags, and we 
ringed greater blackbacked gull, red-throated 
diver, snipe, grey phalarope, dunlin, wheatear, 
white wagtail and meadow pipit. 

After two days' work ringing, we spent the 
third moving to a camp about halfway back, 
to camp beside a stream (welcome sight!) under 
huge scree slopes. Here we had a day off, and 
split into groups of three and four to go walking 
on the mountains. This was the only day I have 
ever had in the mountains which I have not 
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enjoyed-my companions were too lazy, we 
sat looking at a glacier for a couple of hours 
discussing exams in electronics! My patience 
with people, I fear, is not very great! Then we 
spent another day covering the area in pouring 
rain, and got a lorry back to Fagurholsmyri, 
and a few days finishing off that area. 

On my return to Fagurholsmyri-civilization 
it seemed-I indulged in a shower under a water
fall near the camp-no one would describe this 
as a warm occupation, but it is actually delight
fully warming. I also took a bath, when I found 
myself being carried, stark naked, smeared in 
polish, dubbin, etc., into a stream; one fellow 
seemed to take it seriously, and gave me his 
deepest sympathy-rather needlessly, I quite 
enjoyed myself! 

The journey back was fairly eventful, as I was 
ill in Reykjavik, but once I had removed a few 
bits of under cooked dried carrot, I recovered 
in time to enjoy the return voyage. This was, 
for some, one long orgy of singing and drinking 
in the saloon. I joined this once, but after about 
nine vodkas I felt I had better stop, so I left, 
a bit after mid-night. The days were more 
interesting, as we saw many sea birds, including 
Leach's Fork-Tailed Petrel, Sooty sheerwater 
and large numbers of others, but surprisingly 
few blue fulmar, although there were plenty of 
white fulmar obscuring everything else. And so 
back home. 

C. A. C. BUTIERWORTH 

A FL YING SCHOLARSHIP 

Early in 1966 I discovered that any member of 
the school C.C.F. who has passed Proficiency 
could enter for a Flying Scholarship, and as I 
was already interested in flying, I did so. It 
involved a trip to Biggin Hill for two and a half 
days, where we were given an extensive medical 
examination, co-ordination tests, simple mech
anics and physics, and various I.Q. tests. Then 
followed an interview with a Lt.-Commander 
who informed me that I was now eligible for the 
competition, which awards 100 Naval Flying 
Scholarships per year. 

Afterwards the nerve-racking month until the 
result came in the affirmative. I was to go up to 
Carlisle Airport (I live in Cornwall) for a month 
where I would get thirty hours' flying and ground 
tuition up to the Private Pilot's Licence standard, 
including board, all free! 
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So on the 31st July I arrived at the Airport. 

My first reaction was: 'What a dump,' and 
even on leaving it was the same! The dormitory 
for thirty-two people was 27 feet 6 inches by 
32 feet 6 inches; the food was . . . ! (I was there 
for twenty-eight days and we had chips for tea 
on twenty-four of them and cold egg and bacon 
for breakfast on twenty of them). 

Then flying started; the first four days con
sisted of basic instruction with short flights in a 
three-seater Beagle Terrier A.61 to get used to 
the controls. (The club owned five Cessna 150's; 
two Beagles; two Pipers; and one Auster Aiglet.) 
For the next ten days we went through the 
syllabus of simple manoeuvres to taking off 
and landing without the instructor's assistance; 
and then came the great moment of the first solo, 
while everyone crowded to the control tower to 
watch the crash! 

From then on, enjoyment increased with every 
flight as I felt that I was now in charge of the 
plane rather than vice versa! We did advanced 
exercises of spinning, stalling, steep turns, and 
even loops with the instructor, all terrifying for 
the first time, with me hanging on to the bottom 
of the seat for dear life! And later on we could 
practise the first three alone. 

The next stage was cross-country flights, 
when navigation comes in useful occasionally; 
and I did my final one to Blackpool on 26th 
August. Now all that remained was the final test 
with the chief instructor: this is an examination 
of everything done on the course, and having 
passed it I could apply for a licence. Now I can 
command all single engined Jandplanes of up to 
12,500 lbs. wt. (the Beagle was 2,400 lbs. wt.). 

I enjoyed this course very much and thoroughly 
recommend anyone else who is at all interested in 
flying to try it. 

R. G. J. CAVENDISH 

(Summary of the report on the Prize-Winning 
New Venture Project for 1966) 

THE GLOCKNER KAPRUN 

HYDRO-ELECTRIC SCHEME 

In pursuit of my 'A' Level Geography thesis 
I arrived at Innsbruck on 10th August; bicyling 
on from there I reached Kaprun itself three days 
and eighty miles later, having had, amongst 
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other things, a very hard hot push up the Gerlos 
Pass and a lift on a University of Leeds Expedition 
lorry. 

The Glockner-Kaprun scheme is one of six 
such projects run by the Tauernkraftwerke A.G. 
It consists of two power stations-the Upper 
Stage and the Main Stage in the Kaprun Valley. 
The principle of the scheme is to take water 
from a high lying reservoir-the Mooserboden 
and pass it along a pressure tunnel to the Upper 
Stage power station. The Main Stage below in 
Kaprun itself is fed by another pressure tunnel 
from a second and lower reservoir-the Wasser
fallboden. This, in turn, is fed by a complex 
drainage system. The discharge from the Main 
Stage drains indirectly into the River Salzach. 

These two plants combined produce about 
850 million KW/year; most of it naturally in 
winter; the electricity goes into the national grid 
and subsequently to Vienna or the Linz iron 
industries. Some is exported to Germany and 
some is fed, via a special transmission cable, to 
the Ranshofen Aluminium Plant near Braunau 
am Inn. The latter works exactly according to the 
book 'industrial preparation of aluminium,' 
complete with carbon electrodes, cryolite cata
lysts, etc. It produces a multitude of goods and 
exports to fifty different countries. 

Somewhat unusually there is no big industrial 
plant in or near Kaprun, but the influx of visitors 
to the dam has quite incidentally opened peoples 
eyes to the natural beauty of the surroundings, 
and today Glockner-Kaprun is a tourist centre in 
its own right with many new hotels, a magnificent 
youth hostel and recently introduced skiing 
facilities. 

D. T. WADDINGTON 

U.OFM. 

'Gee, Professor Neale, I just cain't get this 
week's assignment written by Monday. Will ya 
give me an extension for a coupla days?' 

'Why yes, I suppose so. Er-any special 
reason?' 

'I'm gettin' married on Saturday. Say, you 
know my fiancee; she's in one of your other 
classes.' 

The day-to-day problems you meet when 
teaching at an American university make a 
refreshing change from those you get used to in 
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an English public school. What do you do when, 
some weeks after the above conversation, the 
female half of the partnership, now safely 
married, hurries into your office one morning, 
sinks into the chair by your desk with tears of 
distress and vexation in her eyes, and pleads in 
her turn for an 'extension' for this week's essay? 
She simply can't find time for everything now 
she's married-deaning the apartment, cooking 
the meals, carrying on the part-time job she does 
to help pay her way through college, mending 
John's socks, as well as taking a full load of 
college courses since she wants to graduate on 
schedule and then do some post-graduate work. 
What do you do? If you're me you give her the 
extension she wants, and go around for the rest 
of the day uplifted by the radiant look of gratitude 
you get in return. 

The growing number of married students 
creates various problems. From the University's 
point of view, they need somewhere to live; and 
the University of Michigan, where I was, provides 
a great many good, clean, small apartments for 
married students, at reasonably low rents. To the 
professor (a title I enjoyed-most university 
teachers in the U.S.A. are professors of some 
sort) it presents other difficulties and interests. 
I long ago learnt to check the marital status of 
all the girls in my classes first thing each term. 
When I was there before, in 1959, I called one girl 
'Miss --' all through the term, only to meet 
her in the town one day near the end, accom
panied by husband and baby and looking very 
married indeed. But it has its rewards: in another 
case where I taught husband and wife in separate 
classes, I was eventually presented with a fat 
cigar, and breathlessly urged to call at the local 
hospital. I did, and inspected their new son and 
heir with feelings not too far, I suspect, from 
those of a proud grandfather. It will be no fault 
of mine if he grows up illiterate, although if he's 
lucky it will be his mother's intelligence he 
inherits! 

But the married ones are still in the minority, 
among undergraduates at any rate. And there 
were plenty of problems with the others-earnest, 
intelligent bachelors and spinsters between 
nineteen and twenty-four for the most part. 
Each student usually takes about five 'courses' a 
term, each course being a complete, self-contained 
section of a particular subject. For example, I 
taught among other English courses: 'Intro-
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duction to Drama'; 'Advanced Composition'; 
'Twentieth-century Poetry'; 'Literature Survey 
1300-1650'. As part of each course, the student 
comes to class three times a week for lectures 
or discussion, writes a given number of essays 
or short papers, and sits a final exam. Out of all 
this comes the dreaded 'grade'-A, B, C, or D 
are passing grades, E a failure. From these 
grades is calculated the 'grade point average'; 
for this purpose A = 4, B = 3, etc., etc., so a 
student who gets a Bin all his courses will have a 
grade point average of 3. This average is of vital 
importance. Practically everyone who gets into 
the University of Michigan is intelligent enough 
to get a degree at the end of his four years. 
Some may drop out for various reasons-poverty, 
frustration, etc.; but most graduate. What mattere 
is not so much getting a degree, but getting ons 
with a decent final average as a result of all the 
courses you have taken-somewhere between 
40 and 50. The magic figure seems to be around 
a 2.5 average. Above that, you're all right; 
below it, you're not. I called this average of 
'vital' importance, and indeed it may be. The 
local 'draft board' watches the progress of the 
male students, and anyone whose average drops 
below the line is in danger of being hoisted 
swiftly out of his college career and shipped over 
to Vietnam to do his two years for Uncle Sam. 
I don't know whether this has actually happened, 
but the danger is there. Endless argument about 
the rights and wrongs of this goes on at all levels 
of the University. 

So your classes sail on merrily, all sweetness 
and light, until the end of term comes in sight. 
Then the stream of pupils calling at your office 
gradually thickens, and you are faced with a 
succession of people anxious to find out just 
what their chances are. Their approaches vary; 
of the men, some bluster ('I put ten hours of 
hard work into that last essay; I reckon that 
amount of effort deserves a B'); some are matey 
('What do you think of our country, Mr. Neale? 
The houses are a bit warmer than in England, 
hey? Boy, you sure must be tough over there!'). 
Of the girls, some are winsome, some helpless 
and appealing, some motherly and solicitous. 
But to be fair, most of both sexes present their 
anxieties honestly and openly, and simply want 
to know what they can best do to deserl'e a 
better grade. 

All this may present a distorted picture of a 
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great university, 150 years old, very rich, with a 
staff of able teachers and scholars, many of 
international reputation. But my characteristic 
reminiscence is of a soft tap on my office door, 
followed by the entry of a delightful young 
American with yet another title for me on his 
(or her) lips-a title I enjoyed the more for not 
really deserving it: 

'Hi, Dr. Neale .. .' 
R.A.N. 

CAMP 1966 

Surprisingly, most people seem to have 
enjoyed this year's Camp, held at Netheravon 
Airfield. In spite of the usual 'Lines' and endless 
tramping over barren moorland, the Camp itself 
was extremely comfortable and was also reason
ably centralized, which spared us the ordinary 
bleakness of such places. There is not room to 
outline the mod. cons. of the Camp-suffice it 
to say the NAAFI had TV and the evenings were 
spent watching the World Cup like the rest of 
civilization. 

The Canadian Exchange Cadets arrived on the 
Friday evening, exhausted after their training in 
Wales, but they took part and enjoyed themselves 
fully. The Sergeants managed, almost casually, 
to steal the Commandos' breakfast, and 2,500 
rounds of blank were used in the Big Battle the 
next day. This was a great success, as was the 
Ceremonial Parade. 

After the C.O.'s final address he was presented 
with two tankards, subscribed for by the officers 
and cadets at the Camp. All best wishes to Major 
Earls-Davis in his new command, and he can be 
confident that the Corps, to which he has given 
so much hard work and loyalty, has been left 
in capable hands. This Camp was a suitable 
Finale for him. 

* * * * * 

R. N. SECTION 

This year twelve Cadets went to Loch Ewe, 
a desolate but picturesque spot in the north-west 
Highlands. Under Captain Flory and Cox'n 
Carey, some useful training was put in, including 
a canoeing trip down Loch Maree, a strenuous 
but spectacular walk up Mt. Sliough, and as a 
finale, a rowing regatta in which the Sherbome 
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boat came second and won fourteen pints of 
beer! Helming minesweepers and a frigate was 
also on the programme. 

* * * * * 

R.A.F. SECTION 

The Royal Air Force Section did not attend 
Camp as a unit this year, but individual members 
took part in a variety of separately organized 
camps, including, among other places, R.A.F. 
Chivenor and the N.A.T.O. base at Laarbruck 
in Germany. 

* * * * * 

NATIONAL CADET CAMP, BANFF 

After a tedious plane trip across the Atlantic 
and most of Canada, six exhausted British 
cadets arrived in Calgary. Very depressing-no 
Rocky Mountains, only a rather dusty city, and 
more specifically, dreary barracks and aggravating 
military bureaucracy: drawing from the stores 
our beds, blankets, etc. at 4 a.m. 

We were apparently the first ever to do this 
Britain-Canada swop of any cadets and we were 
drawn, presumably to present a cross-section of 
British society, our one common denominator 
being that we were all fated to enter the R.M.A. 
Sandhurst in September; naturally we were a 
great bunch. Captain (ne Mr.) Beard had the 
interesting job of being in charge of us which 
in fact meant that the duty was deputized to me. 
so that socially Britain's reputation should not 
decline. Actually the Canadian cadets reckoned 
that 'the bloody limey officer' was about the 
best and most efficient officer in the camp. He 
was. 

Luckily Calgary was only temporary. The 
next day we drove into the Rockies to Banff 
which is the St. Moritz of Canada. (Cost of 
living according). Just outside Banff is the 
National Army Cadet Camp to which each year 
200 Canadian 'Master-Cadets' are sent, selected 
from all over Canada. They, of course, include 
about forty French Canadians who provided 
quite a bit of entertainment as, besides being 
unsuitable for the course, they are the sons of a 
volatile Canadian political group, the 'Separa-
iste' movement. I shared a room with five of 
hem, which not only taxed my French somewhat 
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(they speak a sort of eighteenth-century Ameri
canized version) but also almost caused a riot 
between them and the Anglo-Saxon Canadians 
when I naively asked them if they were loyal to 
the Ottawa government. 

At the camp we were divided into four com
panies, the British cadets being split up between 
them. The training was worked out so that 
everybody spent a week in a 'bivouac· camp 
learning about basic rock-climbing, a week 
hiking through the mountains, and two weeks in 
the camp itself learning about self-defence and 
doing an inordinate amount of drill. (The large 
amount of ceremonial drill that we did was 
advertised as one of the tourist attractions in 
the Rockies.) 

The rock-climbing week started disastrously 
when the one other British cadet in my company 
was knocked off the side of the mountain by a 
rock-fall; he was a week in hospital. However, 
it was a lesson to the rest of us in the dangers 
of loose shale and we were very careful about 
wearing our ex-G.I. helmets as protection against 
falling rocks. The so-called 'mountain march' 
was in fact a mild dose of the type of walk done 
on Arduous Training though this one lasted for 
five days continuously. For most of the time we 
walked around the edge of a very beautiful lake 
typical of the superb scenery everywhere in the 
Rockies. 

The Canadians themselves were delightful, and 
though they would not admit it, they were very 
much influenced by America; however, to com
pensate they had lots of money, pretty women, 
and space. I once drove 100 miles to go to a 
swimming bath, apparently the pool was just 
'down-town'. American football was hilarious to 
watch, we were amused most by the inexplicable 
two minutes stoppage of play in the middle of 
the game-it was for the T.V. timing. 
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Thus a very entertaining but tiring month; 
it was a tremendous experience, and though at 
times frustrating with the Canadian officers' 
ineptitude in administration, the camp itself was 
helpfully instructive, therefore the usual but 
true cliche - if anybody does get the chance of 
going on next year's exchange then they must go. 

I. J, G. CUNNINGHAM 

EXPEDITION TO THE WYE VALLEY 

The expedition to the Wye at the end of the 
summer term was a great success. With excellent 
weather on the first two days, both canoeists 
and those who were looking at the old buildings 
of the Wye valley were able to enjoy their time 
to the full. 

While the majority of the party worked their 
way down the Wye, the rest of us enjoyed days 
of architectural beauty. Under the guidance of 
Mr. Barker, we saw, apart from the great 
cathedrals of the area, the Norman work of 
Kilpeck and Kempley churches, the Saxon of 
Deerhurst, not to mention Llanthony Abbey, 
and castles such as Raglan and Tretower. 

One castle, however, we all visited. This was 
Goodrich, in view of which we spent our second 
night, and which we looked round the following 
morning. The day was again fine, but we were 
all at our camp site in Monmouth quite early, 
whence we explored the town. The final day was 
damp and overcast, but the canoeists made good 
time down to Tintern Abbey where, in due 
course the canoes were loaded on to our road 
transport, and so followed the journey back to 
Sherborne. 

Our thanks to Mr. Yorke, Dr. Cundy, Mr. 
Door and Mr. Barker for a most enjoyable 
time. 

AND NEAR 
H.M.C. 

We say goodbye this term to a man who for 
nearly thirty years has been an outstanding 
member of the Staff. 

Dr. Cundy is leaving Sherborne to devote 
himself to administrative work for the School 
Mathematics Project. 

Besides being a mathematician and physicist 
of a very high order, he is a classical scholar and 
is reputed on one occasion to have taught 
Hebrew. 

In addition to these academic accomplish
ments Dr. Cundy is an accomplished musician 
and also an authority on model trains and their 
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manipulation. There are, indeed, few school 
societies to which Dr. Cundy has not contributed 
in one way or another. 

But chiefly, of course, he has been remarkable 
for his teaching and administrative work in 
mathematics. Perhaps it is not generally known 
that for many years now he has been busily 
trying-and in great measure successfully
to reorganize the curriculum and the methods of 
teaching in Preparatory Schools. This, indeed, 
was a necessary prologue to his large share in 
organizing and putting into practice the mathe
matical revolution in which Sherborne, under 
his guidance, have been notable pioneers. 
School mathematics had largely failed to move 
with modern ideas and had, indeed, become quite 
out of touch with University mathematics. 

The School Mathematics Project, in which 
Dr. Cundy has been from the start a prime 
mover, exists to close this gap between school 
and University. If it succeeds-as I am sure it 
will-a very large part of the credit must go to 
H.M.C. It is impossible to estimate the debt that 
Sherborne owes to Dr. Cundy for giving us the 
opportunity to be in the fore-front of this 
movement. 

We are, indeed, loth to say goodbye to him; 
but those of us who know most about it realize 
the great need for a good administrator in the 
Project. Though it will be less direct, we shall 
still be under his influence in the field of mathe
matics. 

Our very best wishes go to him and to Mrs. 
Cundy and to their sons. They will, I know, 
appreciate the great sense of gratitude that we feel 
for them. May it be very many years before 
Dr. Cundy ceases to work for the cause of 
mathematical progress in our schools. 

J.H.R. 

INSPECTION 

In theory, by a curious anomaly, anyone 
whatever his qualifications-or lack of them
can set up a school and accept without let or 
hindrance such pupils as may offer. In practice, 
however, for a very long time reputable establish
ments have submitted to independent scrutiny. 

From the beginning of the nineteenth century, 
in various printed tabulations of schools by 
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counties, there is evidence enough that Sher
borne was no exception; but little seems to have 
been investigated except the date and nature of 
the foundation and the numbers of masters and 
pupils. The first glimpse of something more 
searching, a visit from the Charity Commissioners, 
comes in 1836 when we read 'These Gentlemen 
were received by the Trustees with the greatest 
good will, and were most cheerfully assisted in 
making the closest examination into the whole 
of their Documents.' But this was primarily a 
financial investigation-to put it bluntly, to 
make sure the Governors were not misusing the 
funds. 

In mid-Victorian times matters were carried a 
stage further, for university dons were asked to 
the school to examine at least the top work. 
Many of their reports survive (the signatories 
sometimes quite famous scholars-who did not, 
however, deign to earn a few extra guineas from 
a week or so in Dorset). The tone of their com
ments is generally distinctly kind. Of 1858 we 
are informed 'It is possible that in other years 
candidates in the Upper Forms may have dis
played a higher degree of genius and originality; 
but the great carefulness and general accuracy 
by which the work has been characterized 
throughout the school bears high testimony 
alike to the industry of the boys and the judge
ment and energy of the masters.' Sherborne 
work probably was pretty competent in those 
days compared with that in many other schools, 
but the cynical thought obtrudes itself that a 
man known to be an overharsh critic might 
perhaps find it hard to secure similar engage
ments in subsequent years. 

In 1874 was born the Oxford and Cambridge 
Board whose reports in time could afford to be 
more impersonal and critical. It is, however, 
notable that till the turn of the century nothing 
seems to have been inspected except school 
finances and work. But with the advent of the 
Board of Education in 1902 the scope of enquiry 
was vastly widened and the Inspectorate has 
been invited (for they are invited) to provide a 
team every so often (actually 1905, 1912, 1921, 
1930, 1951 and 1966). 

The Inspectors are, of course, impartial Civil 
Servants, experts in their subjects, mostly with a 
good deal of teaching experience, and (though 
they do not move around all the time) men 
perfectly familiar with the good and bad in 
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every type of school. Basically they are con
cerned with trying to disseminate the former, a 
task, incidentally, which they carry out with 
singular tact and amiability. 

No boy is inspected individually, but com
munity turnout, the general level of work and, 
more subtle, classroom co-operativeness (which 
apparently cannot in every school be taken for 
granted) are all, no doubt, assessed in their 
place. Equally it is not a primary matter for 
investigation whether Mr. X holds his pupils 
spellbound while those of Mr. Y are glassy eyed. 
No, the net is cast much more widely altogether 
and could take in (amongst many other things) 
timetable, finance, textbooks, the number of 
hard tennis courts, contents of house reading 
rooms, supervision of the Bath, classroom 
equipment or the pointing of psalms in the 
Chapel. In short, H.M.I. might well have as 
their motto: 

' Humani nihil a me alienum puto.' 

In due course there will be a confidential report 
embodying their recommendations. Some of 
these will be implemented and the result to a 
greater or lesser degree will assuredly be a better 
Sher borne. 

H.M.I. 

This season the School House gardens pro
duced a record crop of three classrooms, a 
laboratory and a lecture-room. When the 
inspectors last came fifteen years ago they recom
mended that the school build three more class
rooms; a matter of weeks before their next visit, 
here they were ... 

Though the Modern Languages department 
appeared to be the most conscientious in making 
its preparations (the Language Laboratory 
was put in over a year ago) other departments 
made smaller, but no less startling innovations. 
The Classics Department purchased a slide 
projector, which doubtless made Plato gnash his 
metaphysical teeth as it cast images goodness 
knows how many removes from reality on the 
hallowed walls of Room 8. There was a sudden 
and unaccountable urge for handicrafts in the 
History Department; innumerable family trees 
rubbed branches with models of Marco Polo's 
defence works at Maiden Castle. The Biology 
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Department equipped itself with a new laboratory 
and a glass case containing some locusts, and 
dissected its dogfish with redoubled zeal. 

A boy on the fags' table in one house was 
heard to say: 'Sir, a great change has come over 
Mr. --'. Whereas one master expressed his 
determination not to change his routine in the 
least for the inspector's benefit, others were 
deeply affected by the idea of being inspected. 
One or two rehearsed scenarios with their forms 
until every cue, response and gesture was learnt 
off by heart. One (not inspected quite when he 
had hoped) was heard to say in the common
room: 'All those lovely lessons wasted on the 
boys'; another, with great ingenuity, told his 
pupils to raise their right hands if they knew 
the answer and their left if they were just guessing. 
Housemasters had perhaps the hardest time of all, 
hastily measuring the cubic footage of their 
dormitories and ensuring that the inspectors 
were given the tastiest morsels when they came 
to lunch. 

The preparations complete, the inspectors 
arrived on Monday, 14th November, and were 
welcomed with a gin party in the Lower Library; 
on Tuesday they attended school. The staff 
startled everybody by appearing for chapel on 
Tuesday morning in vast numbers, and they 
took the rest of the week to recover from their 
loss of sleep. Monday afternoon school was 
switched to Tuesday; the games inspector who 
had come hoping to see some rugger on Tuesday 
had to leave on Wednesday without seeing so 
much as a puntabout. One master dropped his 
normal Tuesday morning greeting to his form of 
'Right, hand in your reds then, please' owing to 
the presence of an inspector. Instead he said, 
'Right, hand in the work you've been doing over 
the weekend then, please'. Howls of hollow 
laughter. 

Most masters survived the ordeal in fairly 
good shape, until the inspectors left the following 
Saturday, though they continued to wear a 
haunted look for weeks afterwards. One or two 
could not drop the habit, if an inspector was not 
in sight, of looking into their classroom cup
boards before venturing to speak. 

R. J. ELLIS 
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SOCIAL SERVICE REPORT 

At the beginning of the year P. M. Napier 
took over from P. C. Geddes as i/c School Social 
Service. In the Lent term the Sherborne Guild of 
Social Services allowed the school more freedom, 
and the main work was an organisation to collect 
boxes from the town greengrocers, break them up 
into kindling wood, and distribute bundles of it 
each week to about twenty old people. This 
allowed them considerably more fires than they 
could have had otherwise. The main reason for 
this, however, was to win their confidence, so 
that, eventually, we could have a longish chat 
with them each visit-a great help in overcoming 
their loneliness. A little blind work was under
taken, and one crippled lady was taken out for 
walks. 

In the summer term the emphasis was on 
gardening. There was more blind work with three 
people being taken out for walks once a week, 
and a lot of half-hour chats became the order of 
the day. This is a move in the right direction, 
and one that we hope will prosper. 

There were about 100 volunteers from the 
school in both terms, and although not all were 
used, this is a good sign. 

• 
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A. J. Harrop took over in the Michaelmas term 
and increased the numbers visited each week to 
thirty people, soon to be forty. During the winter, 
nearly all these need kindling wood, which will 
mean that more wood must be chopped next 
term. Visiting remains as important as ever, and 
is highly appreciated. 

Next term more volunteers will be wanted to 
take on this and other new work. All sections of 
the school are needed for this work-enthusiasm 
is all that is required. 

* * * * * 

The Compleat Guide to Fortnightly Orders: 

A+ Good on purpose 
C- Bad on purpose 
C+ Tries to be good-unsuccessfully 
A- Tries to be bad-unsuccessfully 
AC Never mediocre 
CBA Improving 
ABC Deteriorating 
BCA+-Variable 

Best Examination Prospects: A-
ANON • 

@J. 
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CRITICISM 

CONCERT CLUB 

The first concert of the Concert Club's 1966/67 
season was a piano recital given by Gina Bachauer 
on Saturday, 15th October. It was very successful 
and included works by Bach-Busoni, Mozart, 
Brahms, Liszt, and Chopin. 

The programme opened with a Bach Toccata, 
Aria and Fugue in C major arranged by Busoni. 
This was executed by Madame Bachauer with 
brilliant technique, and was one of the best 
pieces of the evening. Busoni's skilful arrange
ment of the original piece for the modern piano 
was displayed to the full. Mozart's Sonata in 
G major, K.283. was slightly disappointing as 
Madame Bachauer's style is not really suited 
to the light quality of Mozart's music. The first 
two movements marked 'Allegro' and 'Andante', 
were fairly successful, but in the last movement 
her normal, rather more forceful, style was too 
much in evidence; this was a pity because it 
marred an otherwise creditable performance. 
The programme continued with Brahms' Varia
tions on a theme by Paganini (Book 2). This 
piece was written by Brahms to display sheer 
virtuosity. Clara Schumann called them 'Witch 
Variations' and lamented over the fact that they 
were beyond the capacity of women pianists. 
This in itself is a compliment to Madame 
Bachauer's ability. Her effects can only be 
described as sheer delight. 

The second part of the concert began with 
Liszt's Funerailles. This sombre piece of roman
ticism is typical of Liszt's morbid fascination 
with death and the diabolical. It was played very 
evocatively by Madame Bachauer and enthu
siastically received by the audience. Then followed 
several works by Chopin, two Studies, Op. 25, 
C minor and A minor, Nocturne in C sharp 
minor and the Polonaise in A flat. These were 
good but by this time the tremendous volume of 
sound which Madame Bachauer produces was 
becoming rather a strain on the ears of the 
audience. 

This brought the published programme to a 
close, but Madame Bachauer was called to 
perform two encores. The first of these was 'The 

Great Gate of Kiev' from Moussorgsky's 
'Pictures at an Exhibition', which turned out to 
be the highlight of the evening and was so enthu
siastically received that a second encore followed. 
This was 'Spanish Piece' by Albeniz, a very 
quiet fragment, full of echoes of Spanish folk 
music. This finally brought to a close one of the 
best received piano recitals that the school has 
had for a very long time. 

N. J. BRIERLEY 

The concert given by the Bristol Sinfonia 
Orchestra, conducted by Sidney Sager, on 
Tuesday, 8th November, was preceded by the 
version of the National Anthem attributed to 
Thomas Arne (he was not the composer, as the 
ambiguous programme note may have sug
gested), which became popular during the 
Rebellion of the '45. Having all the charm of 
the unusual, and being much more sensitively 
harmonized than the solid, robust version that 
we know today, it was an ideal prelude to an 
evening that was mainly devoted to eighteenth
century music. 

The concert opened with the Music for the 
Royal Fireworks, composed by Handel in 1748 
to celebrate the Peace of Aix-Ia-Chapelle, and 
was followed by Bach's Clavier Concerto No. 1 
in D minor, probably an adaptation of a lost 
violin concerto. In Bach's time, the German word 
Klavier signified any domestic keyboard instru
ment, and his concertos can as well be played on 
the harpsichord as on the newly invented piano. 
We had it played on the harpsichord by George 
Malcolm. He was, I believe, the first harpsi
chordist to perform for the Concert Club, and 
he gave us good measure, for he reappeared 
twice after the interval. 

The second part began with Joseph Horowitz's 
Jazz Harpsichord Concerto. I am no jazz addict, 
and I know nothing about it, but it has occasion
ally given me quite a kick in short spasms, and 
Falla and Poulenc have shown that the typically 
ancien regime harpsichord can be used effectively 
in the idiom of the twentieth century, so I 
nurtured rather high hopes of the Horowitz 
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Concerto; it was disappointingly dull, despite 
some mild excitement in the third movement. 

Mr. Malcolm then played his own arrange
ment of The Flight of the Bumble Bee from 
Rimsky-Korsakov's Tsar Sa/tan. He played it 
with breath-taking technique, but, with such a 
vast store of genuine harpsichord music waiting 
to be better known, whatever made him choose 
a transcription of an orchestral interlude from a 
Romantic Russian opera? Luckily he gave us a 
sonata by Domenico Scarlatti, equally brilliantly 
played, as an encore. 

The concert returned to the eighteenth century 
with Mozart's Symphony No. 36 in C, believed 
to have been composed while he was at Linz 
in 1783, as the final item. 

Mr. Sager did not always keep his strings quiet 
enough in the Bach concerto, so that they 
sometimes submerged Mr. Malcolm; otherwise 
the orchestral playing was very good and clear, 
and, in the Fireworks Music, very dynamic. 
The strings can play very sensitively and the 
brass tone is clear and vivid, so Mr. Sager's 
repeat of a movement from the Fireworks 
Music as the final encore was a happy choice. 

G.J.B.W. 

MY BROTHER'S KEEPER 

This second visit of Peter Albery's 'Theatre 
Roundabout' to Sherbome came in the guise of a 
'Survey of Man and his neighbour'. 'My Brother's 
Keeper' was posted as 'a kind of intimate revue 
made up of every variety of the spoken word'. 
As I took my place in the half-filled hall, I felt 
the creation of an intimate atmosphere to be a 
quite Herculean task; I tried to wriggle deeper 
into my seat. 

The lights came up on a stage with no more 
than a table and a few chairs for props, and 
while the two actors stand by the footlights, the 
show starts with the familiar story of Cain and 
Abel, Mr. Fry demanding 'Am I my brother's 
keeper?' with such fervour as to divorce that 
rather hackneyed question from any necessarily 
biblical connotations. 

Although, maybe, some of us were able to 
answer this first question, those ensuing, some 
trivial, some profound, made it more difficult 
for us to form an opinion. They showed us a 
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world where hunger is a crumb brushed under the 
carpet; where niggers are treated like pet 
animals; where martyrs tend to be no more than 
egoistic selfless bores; where good fences make 
good neighbours; and yet where to worship 
God is to lose all. The pieces asked us whether we 
condoned this state of affairs. But the performers 
moved with such alacrity through the diverse 
subjects, some their own, some penned by such 
as Blake, Eliot, Austen, Ibsen, Betjeman, and 
de la Mare, that I, for one, was unable to take in 
all the different implications of the individual 
pieces, and thus was prevented from drawing 
many pertinent conclusions. In fact, the subject 
matter was, with a few exceptions, so intensely 
unwavering in its relevance to human problems, 
that I wondered whether this form of presentation 
did it justice. I would have welcomed the chance 
to discuss some of the pieces. 

Much of the evening's enjoyment was due to the 
sparkling performance of Miss Read and Mr. 
Fry, both of whom excelled in the versatility 
which such a revue requires. Mr. Fry's exuber
ance won us over as much as Miss Read's charm, 
and suffered only from his desire to rush at break
neck speed through much of his dialogue, often 
causing a lot of its value to be lost. However, 
that, and his other defect of a continual stance 
with his arms away from his side, like a broody 
penguin, may be overlooked when we consider 
the naturalness of the performance as a whole. 
Food for much thought was produced in the 
two-hour performance and my only regret, 
shared by others in the two-hundred strong 
audience, was that we were unable to do justice 
to the potential in the programme. 

J.J.I. 

'ST. JOAN' 

The R.S.G. production on 21st, 22nd and 
23rd November, presented no surprise to those 
of the audience who have grown used to the 
extraordinarily high standard of School plays 
at Sherborne. From the opening scene, it was 
clear that we were in for one of those sustained 
and polished performances which even take the 
mind off the numbing cold of the Big School
room (someone please note!) 

My objection to Shaw's 'St. Joan' is that, 
although it deals with several subjects and 
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incidents which, dramatically, require spon
taneous reaction from the characters, the play 
sacrifices spontaneity for thoroughness in making 
whatever point is made. Shaw loves playing 
with words and with ideas. One can never be 
certain how seriously he means his presentation 
of Joan as the first nationalist and protestant 
to be taken, but in his Preface he deliberately 
makes no excuse for the length of the play. 
Thus, despite a certain amount of necessary 
cutting, even this production threatened to be 
dragged down by the sheer wealth of language. 
It was to the credit of the performers that this 
never actually happened. 

Despite the imposition of a start slowed for 
the benefit of the Lighting effects men (an RSG 
touch), Westman led off at a good speed. 
Unfortunately, the acoustics of the building do 
not allow for high-speed talking and Westman, 
rightly, was forced to take his part of De Baudri
court more slowly than usual. Nevertheless, 
he prepared the way for the arrival of Joan 
herself, dressed as a girl for the first and last 
time in the play. There was no doubt that 
Vacher was, in his words 'in love with war and 
religion'. From the start, Joan displayed that 
intensity of spirit which alienated her contem
poraries and earned her canonization in 1920. 
Despite occasional faulty diction, Vacher per
formed with the obstinate naivete that the part 
required and managed to sustain his obvious 
enthusiasm for it to the end. 

Fanning and Mattholie, as the Archbishop of 
Rheims and the Dauphin respectively, were 
both excellently cast: the one correct and austere, 
the other giving the impression of being more 
half-witted than he really was. Mattholie even 
succumbed to the temptation of overdoing this 
(particularly in his Frankie Howerd touch in the 
last scene) but he was obviously enjoying himself. 
M. Beasley, Dunois, played his part with great 
confidence and must be congratulated on such a 
lively perform:rnce. 

Addams-Williams as Warwick was excellent, 
as was Cordy as the impetuous, and later appar
ently repentant, de Stogumber. Brierley increased 
nightly his confidence in his own obvious ability 
to carry the difficult part of Cauchon, and this 
was particularly clear in his coaxing of the tedious 
Tent-Scene into an acceptable whole. 

The best performance of the production, 
and that is high praise indeed, came from Barton. 
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I am told that he prepared the longest speech of 
the play, and the most memorable feature of 
his part, entirely by himself; therefore any praise 
I can give to his astonishingly mature handling 
of it will sound patronizing. The Court-Scene 
as a whole was outstanding in the way its drama 
was sustained and its length disguised. 

There is not room here to mention all those 
who contributed to this remarkable production; 
a collective word of thanks and congratulation 
must be offered to all of them. Nor was there, 
clearly, time to give full attention to the rehearsal 
of some of the smaller parts but in this short 
time one should marvel at the polish that was 
achieved in most cases. 

A final word must be said about Mr. Glen: 
if he derived as much enjoyment from producing, 
as the audience did from watching, the play, 
he must be well satisfied-and also thanked. 

R. w. J. HARDIE 

THE FRENCH PLAYS 

This year we were visited by a very lively 
section of 'La Troupe Franc;aise', who had been 
asked to perform three one-act comedies, 
instead of the more solid pieces presented in 
earlier years. It was hoped that the more obvious 
humour, and the greater use of comic gesture, 
would help a wider audience to understand the 
action and encourage them to follow the dialogue. 
In the event, any fears that had been entertained 
that we would lose the atmosphere of genuine 
French acting were proved groundless. The-verve 
and precision of the company gave us a perfect 
reproduction of the comic style of French acting, 
somewhat different from our own, but immedi
ately appealing. 

The first play was perhaps the most enjoyed
and the most obvious in its humour. The details 
of the supposed crime were lost on some, but the 
programme notes helped the audience to follow 
the plot. The second play was the most difficult, 
relying very much on a rapid dialogue which 
even the most able linguists found hard to follow. 
It did, however, provide a superb moment when 
Trielle, opening an imaginary window, invited 
his wife to carry out her threat and jump. The 
last play gave us more action and squeezed every 
drop of humour out of the situation, leading up 
to a delightful dialogue of insults. 
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It was difficult to believe that these actors 
were coming to the end of an exhausting tour, 
and had in fact put on one performance already 
that afternoon. Their charm off-stage, their 
professional skill and 'joie de vivre' on-stage, 
made this visit a pleasure, even for those who only 
gropingly understood a phrase now and then. 
To their praise after the performance for the 
response of the audience, we can only reply: 
'Who can fail to respond and be attentive to 
such a delightful company?' 

A.E.R. 

* * * * * 

FILM CRITIQUE WINTER 1966 

Ou tofthemireof mediocri tytha t has besetthis 
term'sfilmsemerged: I'm All Right, Jack. For 
once, the unfortunate one and threepenny 
audience was not subjected to the usual mid-west 
drawl of the epic-type spectacle and this one film 
swept past all; the horror and impressiveness of 
bouncing cardboard boulders, hair raising 'mares 
of steel', Spartans-all 300 of them from Texas
who assured us of the accuracy with, 'sword, 
spear and javelin', the overdone curry powdered 
ashes of Nine Hours to Rama, Horst Bucholz's 
staring eyes, the superhuman swims of Vikings 
and, to crown it all, The Longships, obviously 
powered by outboards. 

Peter Sellers in I'm All Right, Jack, as a Trade 
Unionist with strong Marxist tendencies, gave a 
superb performance. Terry Thomas, as the gush
ing 'old boy' personnel manager, was only 
matched by the idiosyncratic twitches of John le 
Mesurier, as a time and motion man. Taken as a 
whole, a rather poor selection of films, with 
but one notable exception; let us just hope that 
next term's ls. 3d. is put to better use. 

'WELSHMAN' 

THE SCHOOL CONCERT, 

WEDNESDAY, 14TH DECEMBER 

As I see it the function of a school concert is 
threefold; to stimulate general interest in the 
school's music, to give people an opportunity 
of playing an instrument in public and thus to 
increase their confidence, and finally to continue 
with what has become a worthwhile tradition. 
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This concert, however, was not altogether suc
cessful in spite of the considerable amount of 
hard work that was put in to it. The main reason 
for this was the excessive length of the programme, 
which was over two hours, too much for the 
average member of the school. 

The orchestra opened the evening with 
'Sleepers Wake', (from church cantata No. 140) 
by Bach (arr. Esposito). This was rather dull and 
a bit monotonous for an opening piece and thus 
tended to get the audience off on the wrong foot. 

The rest of the programme which contained 
pieces for solo piano and horn as well as numerous 
pieces of chamber and orchestral music, included 
works by Mozart, Beethoven, Handel, Gounod, 
Prokofieff, Walton, Debussy, Cesar Franck, 
Schumann, Schubert, Britten, Sullivan, and 
Rossini-Britten. 

The best solo piece of the evening was R. W· 
O'Hanlon's playing of Debussy's 'Clair de lune', 
this was a beautifully balanced performance 
and provided one of the highlights of the pro
gramme. The best chamber piece was undoubtedly 
Schubert's Octet for String Quintet, clarinet, 
bassoon and horn; the standard throughout this 
piece was consistently high. The orchestra played 
very well in three of their pieces, an intriguing 
little piece by Gounod 'Funeral March of a 
Marionette', 'Popular Song' from Walton's 
'Facade' in which they kept beautifully together 
and the final piece 'Soirees Musicales' by Rossini
Britten. This was a very good piece to finish 
with and was worth waiting for. 

A lot of the playing was of a very high standard 
but I would like to suggest that in future the 
school has much shorter concerts more often. 
These could include the more interesting pieces 
and a shorter programme would make the 
audience less critical. 

N. J. BRIERLEY 

* * * * * 

CAROL SERVICE 

18TH DECEMBER 

(Forty-fifth of the series, excluding a couple of 
unhappy years in the 1930s, when the authorities 
deemed the Big School the best venue.) 
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'Sir, don't you think the congregation ought 
to take more part in the Carol Service?' Once 
they took very little; over the years they have 
tended to take more and more, and we shall soon 
perhaps be ready for the inevitable counter-cry, 
'One wants to relax, and we get so few chances 
anyway of hearing the choir sing,' or (on a baser 
level) 'ninety-seven minutes on congregational 
practices this year!' 

To the writer the balance of 1966 seemed about 
right, and the music and the lighted Abbey 
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worked their usual magic in what is surely the 
best loved service of the school year. If the modern 
rhythms of 'Deo Gracias' were fascinating, can 
any carol (words and music) ever quite come up to 
'The Infant King'? 

And after? To complete the spell for most 
boys these days, the mere slamming of a car 
door-and by a pantomime transformation the 
holidays have well and truly begun. 

A.B.G. 

* * * * * 

LITERARY 

REFLECTIONS ON THE UMBRELLA 

At school we are introduced, as hallkeepers, to 
umbrellas. Some of us form, thus young, a life
long friendship with them lasting through school, 
university, the army (the Navy, however. seem 
to make a point of avoiding them), the city, and 
into retirement. 

Umbrellas have poked their way into tradition 
elsewhere. Undergraduates have duelled with 
them, but Dons, on the other hand, seem 
incapable of rolling a gamp. In the outside world, 
the Duke of Edinburgh is never seen with an 
umbrella. Neville Chamberlain, however, was 
never seen without one. (Nor was Livingstone 
for that matter.) It is a fact that in the city, 
large umbrellas can be bought for reasonable 
prices of between nine to fifty pounds (diamond
studded handles, etc.). The cheapest of these is 
usually the type used by chauffeurs and hotel 
doormen. 

Umbrellas are multi-purpose objects. They are 
useful for hailing taxis and requesting buses to 
stop, for leaning on or walking with, for prac
tising cricket and golf shots. They can often prove 
a handy weapon, but are seldom used for their 
designated purpose, to keep the rain off. Some are 
even said to be incapable of being opened, by 
accident or design, usually the latter. Not 
infrequent are the stories of gentlemen who, 
carrying superbly rolled umbrellas, dash for the 
nearest shop front or bus shelter, when the 
slightest rain starts to fall. 

Several members of the school's 'Brolly 
Brigade' were interviewed concerning their 
umbrellas, and the following may provide some 
helpful counsel to the school's up and coming 
Hallkeepers, based on their predecessors' 
experiences. 

The Head of School's umbrella cost 44s. 6d., 
and in his own words, 'It's got the biggest malacca 
handle in the school and, of course, it is the best.' 
So much for him. A more junior school prefect's 
had been handed down through the years and 
was, he supposed, 'Quite an antique really, 
ha! ha!' Of course, there were the inevitable, 
'Don't knows' and, 'Oh, I found it round the 
house,' and, 'Go away, it is no concern of 
yours,' but we pressed on regardless. 

A Junior Hallkeeper, when asked his umbrella's 
price, replied, 'Why? Have you broken it?' 
A more senior Hallkeeper had bought his in a 
Paddington left luggage office for £4. A house 
prefect had 'picked it up on the Bulgarian Riviera 
you know, quite cheap, only £5'. Another had 
purchased his at the 'Rackham's January sales 
in Birmingham'. 'Rather a bad bargain really,' 
he said, 'but it's a perfectly pedestrian brolly.' 
'Oh, it was my father's third reserve,' replied 
another house prefect, whose father is a stock
broker. 

It may be seen, therefore, that origins and 
prices of brollies are very variable but there is 
still more. The next question that arises is how 
to carry your umbrella. At face value this question 
seemed quite harmless but on delving deeper it 
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THEN ... 

. . . AND NOW 
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turned out to be somewhat more involved. 
The most popular method of carrying the brolly 
was with the handle pointing backwards, but, 
of course, there were those who held it the other 
way round. Again, it was vezy noticeable that 
many people obviously couldn't quite get the 
hang of walking with an umbrella, so they carried 
it half-way down the shaft; in a most undignified 
and ungentlemanly manner. The next question 
which leads on from this is more psychological 
than anything else. How do studies of various 
boys affect the way they carry their umbrellas! 
We noticed that it was definitely the more 
'refeened' sort of person who studies Classics, 
History or English who carried it with the 
handle pointing backwards and the material 
rolled up, proceeding at a gentlemanly and co
ordinated pace. Mathematicians who don't 
play games, tend to have the handle pointed 
backwards but the material unrolled and occa
sionally the ribs unclipped. The pace, in this 
case, was co-ordinated but ungentlemanly. The 
person who studies Modern Languages seems 
to be in a minority, as regards umbrellas, for one 
doesn't vezy often see people of this class carrying 
one. However, the trends are definitely changed 
when sports interweave with work. The Classicist 
hockey player holds the umbrella down the shaft 
but keeps the 'Dandy-like' walk. The modern 
linguist cricketer holds it as if it were a dead 
rabbit hanging from his arm and the mathe
matician rugby player looks as if he will smash 
it over someones head at any given moment. 
The fencer tends to do a lot of pointing with it 
and it is vezy noticeable that the person who 
doesn't know what to do with it when opening a 
file or a book, immediately flicks it up under his 
left armpit. (A definite reflection of the Corps.) 

Most people when asked how many steps they 
took to one complete oscillation of their brolly, 
did not have the first idea; some walked a few 
paces with an imaginary brolly, but still found it 
difficult to give an accurate reply. It was sub
sequently found that most people took four 
strides although some thought that they took 
three, five or even six. 

We can be thankful that the school has 
retained the conventional black umbrella, dis
regarding various masters who persist in carrying 
these multi-coloured jobs and the occasional 
person who does a 'Maurice Chevalier act' in 
accompaniment with his 'basher' Some schools 
have not even managed to do this, notably 
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Downside, from which school a boy's umbrella 
was seen to be decorated with the vivid school 
colours, orange, black and white. 

It is remarkable that such an everyday object 
reflects the inclinations of the senior Shirburnian 
so much and it is surprising to see that this 
common instrument of everyday use has become 
such a status symbol and is used less and less 
for its original purpose, to keep the rain off. 
(lfyou hadn't already forgotten.) 

R. J. R. JONES and D. M. HINCKS 

PILGRIM NO. 31 

Then also went with us a lerned manne 
A SCHOOL MAISTRE, who wolden take the 

ram 
For venerye, I trowe, if such there werre. 
For on ech holy-day he wolde go ful fer 
Out to his ferme, for to trappe beastes, 
By shootinge with a gunne, for his feastes. 
Yea, priking and of hunting for the hare 
Was al his love, for no cost wolde he spare. 
And casting with a flye to catch fishe, 
Each of grate size, and nevere seemed to misse
or so it seemed to us, as we did lissen 
To his tales of lerning or of fishing. 
But sikerly he was of great des port; 
And so that al his game might be caughte 
He took with him alweye two leene brown dogges 
Cleped Bristle and Rhea, his matronlie peda-

gogue. 
Creatures of no greet caractere, save their eares 
Which swepte the erthe, yet drove the manne to 

tea res. 
Like much to do with him, they wer Germanne. 
So too his gunne, een wat in scole he taught to 

manne. 
And here they younglings neer had reste in bedde, 
But sat in awful fear and even dredde 
Of wat wolde happen should they err at alle
A verbal beating or an extra halle. 
But sikerly he colden teche welle, 
As all the yonge men are wont to telle. 
His thike hair was brushed back from his forheede. 
And I gesse he did drink much of the meede, 
For his face was full fire-red like a Cherubim. 
And in the service divine full wel could he sing, 
Entuned in his nose ful semely. 
And Frenssh he spake ful faire and fetisly. 
His eyes were darke and twinkled merilye, 
He loved trouthe, honoure and curteisye. 
He was arrayed in smoothe geer 
And made pilgrimage to Brecon everiche year. 

J. L. CAREY 
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SEARCHING 
Cold. Grey. Grey trees. Grey roofs. Blank, 

gaping windows, mildewed in flea-ridden dirt. 
Rain. Tearing from the twisted, grim grimace 
of the sky. It drowns the sidewalks with sobs. 
A drainpipe is broken, spewing its life-blood on 
to the battered carcass of the road. Lights are 
dancing. Fast, now slow. Coming towards me. 
Twisting, turning, slipping past. The consump
tive drains seem to cough up the greasy cud 
of swirling waste, on to the torn back of the 
pavement. The night oozes into my mind. My 
thoughts, bogged down, cannot slither out of the 
slime. I struggle along. A paper-bag dances by. 
The leaves flight and dance in savage ecstacy. 
Swooping. Clawing. My drenched eyes lick the 
corpse of the street. A scream stands erect in my 
gullet. The stars are beheaded, the sky is bloodied 
with the carnage of human works. Clouds roll 
and pitch savagely, while the earth, like a woman, 
flops on her back, a mass of quivering flesh. 
Through the cracks of lips upon my smouldering 
face a cinder of words rise to leap. I bawl, 
thrusting the dagger of desperate words into the 
swollen pulp of the sky. 'If it is true you exist, 
god, my god, smirking through the clouds, 
resembling ragged refugees. Listen!' 

J. L. DUNLEAVY 

FUNERAL 

Wan black-robed figures moving with a shuffiing 
pace 

eyes cast down on the cold rocky ground 
and the winter wind shrieks through the lifeless 

trees. 
A black draped coffin on four bent shoulders 
rising and dipping as feet slip and stumble. 
Black shadows and Jong, thrown by the boulders, 
weakly grey in the light of a paly sun. 

Then the thin line stops in the wastes 
by the scattered slabs of cold burial stones. 
One man stands out with a white collar round his 

neck 
and reads the prayer in an old tired voice. 
Another has died, of the usual disease, 
died in the course of a futile war, 
neither side could have hoped to win, 
gone to find the blessings in store 
for him and the other lucky deceased. 

(Winter has set in). 
R.A.J. 
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WAITING 

I might have guessed 
You would not be in. 
That's the price 
I pay for courting. 

I had planned a talk for you, 
An impassioned monologue 
About Gogo and Didi 
The two tramps 
In 'Waiting for Godot'; 
How they talked, fidgeted, 
Hopped around, 
Were bored, sleepy, and truculent; 
How Godot never came. 

Only that beast Pozzo 
Strode in, 
Cursing Lucky, cracking a whip, 
And spluttering. 

Lucky shook all over. 
A filthy rope 
Hung slack from his neck, 
Black-heads were his eyes, 
Long white hair 
Spilled over thin shoulders; 
His very lifeblood was draining away. 

When Lucky did speak 
His voice was dry and spliced, 
Like an oboe's reed. 
In talking, he took revenge 
On Pozzo: he gabbled on and on. 
The audience gave him sweet applause, 
Their first of the evening. 
Some cheered themselves hoarse 
In their thoughts. 

Back at your flat 
I thought waiting for you 
Would be like waiting for Godot. 
Fortunately your flatmate let me in, 
Talked and made coffee. 
And, unlike Gogo and Didi, 
My Godot materialized 
And I had a second cup of coffee. 

C.J.H. 

* * * * * 
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TWO LYRICS 

I can remember running to the sea 
Down the wind-swept beaches 
Across the battered Quai 
With tears of sorrow starting to my eyes: 
Waiting for a ship that never came. 

It rained a little, and the wind grew wild 
Screaming like a tortured child 
Around the ghosts of people I had never known: 
They were all dead, and some were old 
So old, and shivered in the cold 
While others, young and gay. 
Gazed into each others eyes 
And faded murmuring away; 
I, too, grew old and died: 
And all the time the tortured child just cried 
Until the wind had sighed 

Away. 
* * * * * 

The world seemed to whirl by 
Swerving with the haunted airs 
Of an animal in pain 
Across the cloud-swept sky 
The winds drunken moaning 
Plucked again 
Wild harmonies-in vain 
The trees caressed the moon-stabbed music 
of crushed, 

falling, 
leaves 

And wine-winged arches of the startled boughs ... 
I was snatched-intoxicated by the smell of earth 
Glued, whispered twilight tinged the plain. 

Night spread its wings again. 
AGAIN. 

A. C. HARVEY 

* * * * * 

He was walking. A purposeful amble. The 
sort of amble which indicated great thoughts. 
Certainly it was a magnificent afternoon tempting 
men to run naked and shouting through streets, 
or maybe just relax and watch apples tumble 
earthwards. 

But he was not happy. In fact his mind was 
strangely perturbed. Why? Why? The question 
danced in his brain. If they could, why shouldn't 
he? He who was all powerful and all conquering. 
It looked quite easy and, now that he thought 
about it, wouldn't it be fun. No more sore feet, 
no more waiting in long grumbling queues and, 
what's more, he'd be the envy of all his friends. 
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A contented expression passed across his 
wrinkled face as he trundled determinedly 
through the lush green grass. Birds sang, organs 
played, crowds cheered. A new era would open in 
history. 

At last he was there. With a little shriek of 
ecstacy Man leaped into space and waved his 
arms in glorious anticipation. The seagulls 
paused in their soaring flight, shrugged, and flew 
on. So ended man's first encounter with the 
principles of aero-dynamics. 

A SECOND EDEN 

The two young men walked down the grassy 
slope, and went to examine the ruin of the old 
yellow tower. They walked through the archway, 
and past the remains of the gatehouse. They 
found themselves on a broad expanse of grass, 
the shells of creeper-covered buildings all around 
them. One of them adjusted his red cloak and 
brushed the long golden hair out of his eyes. 

For a while neither spoke; it was as if they 
were afraid to break the spell. Ahead of them 
was what must once have been an impressive 
structure, but which was now only a heap of 
weathered masonry. Still silent, they looked at 
one another. Each knew what the other was 
thinking. This place must have been inhabited 
before 'it' happened. Neither had a clear idea of 
what 'it' was; they only knew that other people 
had lived here, and that suddenly those people's 
existence had ceased. A few had survived, but the 
old ones were never able to tell the tale, and had 
died without doing so. The young had seen only 
good things, and had no idea of the stupidity 
and greed by which the old race had destroyed 
itself in one shattering blast. 

They clambered among the ruins, hoping to 
find something about which to tell the others. 
A sudden movement ahead of them made them 
stop in their tracks. They were not alarmed; 
few sensations like fear and hatred had survived; 
they waited, curious. An emaciated figure 
appeared, and began to speak. He spoke of 
before the blast, and of the reasons for the blast. 
It was as if man had eaten the apple all over 
again; suddenly the two were aware of good 
and evil as the old man poured out his story. 
They lost count of time as they listened. Then 
one of them noticed that the sun was going 
down, and they remembered that they ought to 
have joined the others by now, and that therefore 
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they would have to hurry. In his haste one of 
them leant against a decayed pillar. It gave 
under his weight, and the fragile structure above 
them collapsed, crushing the three of them ... 

It was just as well, really. It would have been a 
pity if their race had found out what they had 
just been told ... 

R. J. ELLIS 

* * * * * 

My dear Woodscrew, 
It's high time I took you in hand! You tell 

me that for the past term you have done nothing 
but work hard, play hard, and pray hard. This is 
hardly the kind of behaviour I would expect 
from a nephew of mine. If you are not very 
careful you will find yourself a School Prefect or, 
worse still, a Chapel Prefect, the very thought of 
which fills me with instant gloom. 

So you are hoping to go to Cambridge next 
year-Christ's College, I presume? My dear 
nephew, how can you do this to me? I must 
talk to your father at once. 

I can only suppose you have joined the school 
orchestra to learn the harp. Such wiles will get you 
nowhere, mark my words. Nor do I entirely 
approve of your zest for rugger; line-outs, 
place-kicks and hookers make it sound so fishy, 
and remember the trouble we once had over just 
two small fishes. 

The only encouraging feature of your letter 
was the fact that you had not been cast in the 
title role of Shaw's 'St. Joan'. This must have 
been a bitter pill to swallow, sugared only by the 
thought that it was in no way due to a lack of 
saintly virtues, but simply because your voice had 
broken. 

Your aunt and I continue to swear for you, 
trusting that it will not be long before you see 
the dark. 

Your affectionate but sorely tried uncle, 
TAPEWORM. 

* * * * * 

A TOPICAL COMMENTARY 

The following lines serve to prove that what is 
'classical' is never out of date. Doubtless they 
have been a constant source of inspiration to 
such worthy establishments as 'Brother Brown', 
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Jim Callaghan, Mr. Jenkins, the Church's 
report on 'sex and morality', the 'Abbey Building 
Fund', the 'Dunkirk Spirit', and Gray's 'Elegy 
in a country churchyard', to name but a few: 

Please don't blame us, that churches thus 
are ruins, crumbling stone, 

and full of weeds. For others' deeds 
and negligence atone. 

You won with ease when church decrees 
were done; our foes all quailed. 

We lost respect for church: neglect! 
'Twas only then we failed. 

With Suez lost, Malawi's cost 
we count: Rhodesia then? 

Where we once were, the land's astir 
With 'coloured gentlemen.' 

While M.P.'s preach and P.M.'s teach, 
Debating hour by hour, 

We thus forget Red China's threat 
and Russia's bombing power. 

Besmirched with crimes our sullied times 
increase divorce's rate; 

Financial cha-os shows the way to 
Economic fate. 

Now young girls 'frug'* and 'walk the dog,' 
(a dance degenerate): 

Fiancees flirt and aim to hurt 
their wretched future mate. 

From those her husband's asked to dine, the wife 
seeks paramours; 

though youth's preferred, she's 'not particular'. 
She doesn't wait till lights are dimmed and 'he' 

has locked the doors, 
Before she scatters kisses near and far. 

'He' knows the facts-her shameless acts, 
(she loves another man). 

At beck-and-call, she 'necks' with all; 
tramp or American. 

More noble sons were they; the ones 
who won at Trafalgar, 

survived Verdun to crush the Hun, 
and sank Spain's Armada. 
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A manly brood of peasants, rude 
and rough, taught to obey. 

They'd bring in wood, and were too good 
to say to mother, 'Nay',. 

When day was done, and when the sun 
sank lower in the west; 

cows caked with mud would chew the cud, 
and all prepared for rest. 

Look! See the ravages of time! My father's 
better than 

his little perishers (0 may God blight'm !) 
My son will be far worse than me when he becomes 

a man, 
and so (like fleas) we go ad infinitum. 

HORACE ODES III vi 
Adapted by P. A. FANNING 

*I am informed on the best authority that this 
is a decadent 'dance', at present popular in the 
States. 

ON DEPRESSION ON SUNDAY 

One day, as the house settled itself, for the 
hundred and seventieth time in my school career, 
to yet another performance of 'Pick of the Pops', 
a wave of that weary Sunday inertia leapt all 
over me with such violence that I got up, put 
on my jacket, then my mackintosh and rushed 
out of the establishment, this week's new releases 
tearing at my back. I walked up the hill wondering 
what extraordinary metamorphosis had overtaken 
my friends, transforming them into blackest devils 
to a man. Turned a corner as the dank, darkish . 
air heralded a dank, dark evening, turned another 
corner, down some steps, over a barbed wire 
fence, up a short hill into a little sunken opening 
in the shrubbery of a hedge bordered by droopy 
trees covered in dead leaves-where I met a cow 
to console me. 

We met like you meet so many people; I had 
come from the lower end of this little dirty glade 
and she was top-left. We both pretended the 
other wasn't there for a while, going about 
our jobs with added concentration, she looking 
up out of the corner of her eyes as she nosed in 
the dank leaves, I returning the shifty-eyed stare, 
and so on, until I eventually addressed her. 

'Are you good at making relationships (1966 
style)?" I asked. She was not the epitome of 
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articulate cow, so employing the 'argumentum 
ex silentio,' I assumed her tacit agreement. 
'And don't you find that on Sundays it is worst, 
when you wallow in your friends' faults and your 
own righteousness? The monsters of iniquity, 
damn them to bottomless perdition and adaman
tine chains!' Her silent strength oppressed me, 
what could I do but continue? 'O cow .. .' 

But as she turned her head and ponderously 
moved away, it hit me that on that darkest 
Sunday I was no use even to a cow. 

Blow, winds and crack your cheeks! Rage! 
Blow you cataracts and hurricanoes ! Envelop 
the unreceptive beast and bear her off to Vallom
brosa. Let her roast!' 

Until Monday, that is, when I shall stagger 
back to equilibrium. 

J.M. HOUGH 

RHODESIA-A CASE FOR THE WHITES 

The Rhodesian question is once more in the 
headlines. The decision of the British government 
to turn to the United Nations rules out the 
possibility of a successful compromise-especi
ally in view of Mr. George Brown's recent state
ment that only majority rule will provide an 
acceptable solution. As it is, the white Rhodesians 
are facing a period of crisis that will determine 
their future, and I feel that this is a suitable 
moment for me to state their case. Before I 
begin I must add that my views on the subject 
are not determined by what I read in this country 
but result from personal experience. 

The Europeans in Rhodesia could have 
expected independence in 1953. They chose 
Federation instead. They declared their indepen
dence in 1965 simply because they wished to be 
able to determine their own future. They accept 
the fact that ultimate majority rule is inevitable 
but fear the bloodshed and political instability 
that will result if the African nationalists win 
power now or in the near future. Already a 
crucial split has occurred within the ranks of the 
black extremists; in 1963 the Rev. Ndabaningi 
Sitholu led a revolt in the nationalist People's 
Caretaker Council against the leadership of 
Joshua Nkomo and formed his own organization 
the Zimbabwe African National Union. The 
future of a black Rhodesia would be dominated 
by a struggle between these two men, a struggle 
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that would probably result in a bloodbath
There is no colour bar in Rhodesia, the franchise 
is qualified by education and income alone. 
Bearing this in mind we must remember that 
85 per cent of all African children are at school
a higher percentage than that of any African state 
to the North, that in 1965 more African than 
European children started secondary school, 
that African education is the largest single 
item in the Rhodesian budget. In addition the 
annual per capita income of Rhodesia's Africans 
is higher than in any other African country to 
the North. Clearly the whites who drew up these 
franchise qualifications recognized the inevit
ability of black rule. In fact even the black 
nationalists accepted the qualifications in 1961, 
and then rejected them in the hope of winning 
immediate power. 

The additional powers assumed by Mr. Smith 
and his government have provoked cries of 
'oppression' from the less realistic among us 
and even our redoubtable Prime Minister 
trotted out some stereotyped reference to 'the 
sinister apparatus of the police state'. The 
Rhodesian government must have these powers 
in order to retain some semblance of law and 
order; gangs of terrorists are continually infiltrat
ing across the Zambian border intent on murder 
and savagery-the militant African nationalists 
are doing everything possible to foment disorder 
within a country that in forty-three years of 
self government has had no manifestations of 
political violence or racial hatred. 

I must also mention sanctions. In the past 
year the Rhodesian economy has suffered little; 
nevertheless we must remember that the Africans 
and not the Europeans will be worst hit if 
mandatory sanctions have any effects. Already 
the Rhodesian government is preparing to re
quest the hundreds of thousands of Zambians, 
Malawians and Congolese to return to their 
native countries. They came to Rhodesia to seek 
better conditions and, needless to say, they found 
them-temporarily. The average African is 
more concerned with maintaining and increasing 
his standard of living than with acquiring the 
vote, which he will only use once to any great 
effect. It is he that will suffer from sanctions. 

But to conclude; Africa is a torn and troubled 
continent-black rule has resulted in atrocities 
that hardly seem to belong to this century. 
Political opponents are hanged in public, tribal 
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massacres have become part of the political 
scene, revolutions are daily occurrences. And yet 
we seek to crush Rhodesia, the one country 
free from violence, the one country where 
standards of civilization are respected and main
tained. There is only a difference of environment 
between the Europeans in Rhodesia and us 
ourselves; yet the more intolerable their situation 
becomes the more they will turn to extremism. 
It is not a crime to ask for peace and stability, 
especially as this peace and stability will benefit 
all Rhodesians regardless of colour. 

R. D. IRVINE ROBERTSON 

FALCONRY-THE SPORT OF KINGS 

The ancient and noble art of falconry has been 
practised by Eastern civilizations for about 3,000 
years. In Great Britain it reached its height 
during the Middle Ages, when each rank of 
society was entitled to a particular species of 
hawk or falcon, and the ordinary commoner 
depended on his skill as a falconer to keep his 
larder replenished. With the coming of gun
powder it lost much of its popularity and useful
ness. However, it has shown a certain revival in 
recent years, and the British Falconers' Club was 
instituted for this means. 

The birds used in falconry are of two essential 
types-the falcons, or long-winged hawks, which 
take their prey by 'stooping' at some 90 m.p.h. 
from a great height on to their victim; and the 
short-winged hawks, which rely upon stealth 
and a short dash, to surprise and catch their 
prey. The hawk is therefore used for flying in 
close, hilly, country, where woods and hedges 
abound; whereas the falcon must be employed 
in wide, open moorlands. 

Each bird, when trained for falconry, whether 
falcon or hawk, is equipped with a pair of jesses, 
a pair of bells, a swivel, and a leash. 

The jesses are leather straps attached to the 
hawk's legs by an arrangement of slits; from there 
they lead to the swivel, which is a strong version 
of a dog lead swivel. This stops the jesses 
tangling. The bells are attached to the hawk's 
legs by small leather straps. They are made 
of brass or silver, and have a very clear tone, 
which makes them audible when the hawk has 
made a 'kill' behind cover, and is out of the sight 
of the falconer. 
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The leash, a stronger leather line of about one 
yard long, formed into a leather button at one 
end, is passed through one eye of the swivel. 
It is used to tether the hawk to his perch. 

The hawk may also be equipped with a hood
a leather cap so designed to cut out all light, 
and hence keep the hawk quiet. There are two 
main types-the Dutch hood, which is of stiff 
leather, and is used more for falcons; and the 
Anglo-Indian hood, which is a much simpler 
design, in softer leather, and so more easily 
pulled off by the hawk. 

Training procedure differs between falcon and 
hawk. 

The falcon is first broken to the hood, and 
tamed by constant carrying on the fist. It then 
has to learn to fly to the 'lure', on the end of a 
line, or 'creance'. The lure is swung round on a 
piece of line, and the falcon must now learn to 
'wait on' above the falconer, without the line 
attached to it, and then 'stoop' to the lure. 
When fully trained to the lure, the falcon is 
flown at live quarry. 

The short-winged hawks are trained to the 
fist instead of the lure. Being more nervously 
disposed than the falcon, a hawk must become 
accustomed to the fact that the fist, rather than 
the lure, means food. When it has flown 100 
yards to the fist on a creance it is considered to 
be ready to fly loose. 

My own hawk is a male goshawk, caught as 
a full-grown bird in his first year, while migrating. 
Being very nervous by nature he needs three 
hours' handling a day, although at school I can 
only manage 1 !-2 hours, if that. When flying to 
the fist he must be kept 'keen', which means 
hungry, but at the same time fit rather than 
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starving. He must be kept at a certain flying 
weight, and this is ascertained every day before 
feeding, with a pair of scales, the diet being 
adjusted accordingly. 

The type of falcon used most commonly in 
this country is the peregrine. The merlin, the 
smallest of the falcons, is used also, but it is 
now difficult to obtain cheaply. In the Middle 
Ages the King was entitled to the Gyr falcon, 
which is much like the peregrine, but far bigger. 

Of the short-winged hawks, the most useful is 
the goshawk. Sparrowhawks, much smaller, are 
also kept, but they are very delicate and difficult 
to train. 

The beginner in falconry may start with a 
buzzard, which is very easily tamed and trained, 
but of little use for flying at game. 

The game flown by the peregrine mainly 
consists of grouse and rook. Years ago a 'cast' of 
two peregrines was used for flying at herons. 

Goshawks will take anything from a rat to 
a pheasant, and occasionally a hare. Duck can 
also be caught. Both merlin and sparrowhawk 
are flown at small birds, no bigger than the black
bird. 

Falconry requires from the falconer endless 
patience and gentleness, and also a natural 
affection for hawks. The hours of training are 
long and tedious, but the satisfaction gained 
from watching the successful flight of a trained 
hawk makes it more than worthwhile. 

If this short article has succeeded in interesting 
anybody in falconry, I would be very pleased to 
show him the hawk, mews and equipment used. 

R. B. KINDER 

CORRESPONDENCE 
Dear Mr. Editor, 

I cannot think of a better way of thanking those 
members of the School past and present, who so 
kindly contributed to the very welcome gift of a 
water colour drawing of the English School than by 
writing to you. 

It would be nice to have signatures on the back of 
the frame and also to see any contributor who can 
spare the time. 

Yours sincerely, 
H. HOWARD-BAKER 

Dear Sirs, 
May I, through your columns, ans~ver a question 

which is asked from time to time. First, may I ask 
your readers to read or re-read, the excellent Edit
orial of the first 1938 Edition of The Shirburnian. 
Perhaps people will then realize that the problem of 
The Shirburnian is with us continually, and I have 
every sympathy with the Editors who try to 'keep 
the balance'. 

Second, may I add a few notes to the excellent 
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report on the position of umbrellas. 
(1) Since when have mathematicians been considered 

human, let alone gentlemanly? 
(2) I have only noticed one ambidextrous brolly 

carrier: this self same mathematician. 
(3) His brolly-

(a) has no clip; 
(b) is about to lose the elastic with which to 

secure a rolled umbrella. 
May I thank the authors for at least not bothering 

me with a personal interview, though if they used 
binoculars, I strongly disapprove. 

Third, may I thank the Editors for letting me see 
much of the material in time to write this. 

I remain, sirs, your humble servant, 
M. E. HILDESLEY 

Dear Sir, 
I hope that the majority of the disinterested 

audience at the recent school concert enjoyed the 
evening as much as I did, playing the role of an 
interested participant. I hope too that all would agree 
that the standard was tolerably high. 

In view of the obvious limitations to any school's 
orchestral ability and, moreover, in view of the lack of 
interest shown in music by 90 per cent of the School, 
I feel this came as a pleasant surprise to many. 

Without detracting from my goodwill towards 
this concert, I would like to describe the three methods 
by which such a surprisingly acceptable standard was 
reached. 

Firstly, by solid hard work. This is not to be 
sniffed at. Music is an 'extra' at Sherborne and 
though a committed player is obliged to attend 
orchestra practice once a week (which lasts, officially, 
for one hour) there is an inclination to dig one's toes 
in when the times used up by music practices over 
one week exceeds nine hours. This is no exaggeration. 
One might well say that compared with the time 
spent on a play, this is a mere nothing. I would 
reply that plays are done on a voluntary basis. Not 
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so music; once a boy volunteers to play an instru
ment-or is coerced into doing so by an over-zealous 
housemaster or parent-he is naturally obliged to 
participate in school concerts. This he may not object 
to; but nine hours out of his own time seems a little 
over and above the contract. 'I can't afford the time.' 
Games have their own periods allotted to them by the 
timetable. Music does not. 

The second reason for the orchestra's standard 
was the importing of players from outside. Few can 
have failed to notice that of the four cellos there 
was only one boy player; there were no boy violas and, 
excluding the drums, piano and bass there was an 
adult leader of no less than seven of the ten sections 
of the orchestra. This would seem an excellent 
Sherborne orchestra-if only the word 'School' 
were omitted. Why can't we go the whole way and 
import Sherborne Girls' School orchestra en masse? 
I gather that their string players are of a far higher 
quality and quantity than ours and that our wind 
section-not least the brass-could be of great 
assistance to them. Timetable-wise I believe it is just 
possible. 

Lastly, to achieve the atmosphere that would draw 
from us the best results, could it be that the concert 
savoured somewhat of a school match? Playing on 
the first XV before a large home crowd works up 
ones feelings for the game far more than does thy 
small scattering of spectators found at certain awa:i 
matches. Likewise in music; it was far easier to give of 
ones best before a large audience than it was at last 
term's concert when attendance was barely fifty. 
At the summer term's concert all were not obliged 
to attend; this time, in most houses exemption seems 
to have been a trifle hard to come by. But as well as 
inspiring the orchestra, if that is not too strong a 
word, I hope the large numbers will mean a greater 
nterest in school music in the future, even though 
t does not signify that this interest exists yet. 

Yours etc., 

P.A. FANNING 

SOCIETIES 
THE BIOLOGY SOCIETY 

Two open meetings were held this term in the Ne w 
Building lecture theatre and were well attended. 
The first was a lecture by G. A. Carter, a.sc., A.R.1.c., 
on the Flora and Fauna of the seashore. This was a 
great disappointment. Although the slides he had 
taken were excellent, too little factual material not 
previously known by most boys, and an unscienti fie 
approach, made a poor impression. The other op en 
meeting at which there were 100 people present was 
an excellent series of films including an antarctic 
expedition, wild life in Uganda, woodpeckers seen 
from inside their trees, and a film on the biological 
control of insects and weeds in Australia. 

Three meetings by invitation were held. The first 
was a paper given by H. C. R. Simpson on Darwin 
versus Lamarck which provoked some amusing, if 
not very erudite. discussion. The second was a most 
stimulating lecture by Dr. Le Cren, Director of the 
Freshwater Research Association at Wareham. He 
introduced the idea of the food web, and discussed 
the productivity of some selected freshwater habitats, 
showing that the River Frome was as productive 
biologically as good pasture land. The third is to be 
held on the last Sunday of tem1 and will be a lecture 
on the environment of fossils by J. T. Whicher. 

Two small field trips were made. The moth list 
for a wood south of Yeovil was added to; twenty 
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new species for the wood were caught using the 
mercury vapour lamp attached to half a mile of 
cable. None came to sugar, however. 

One official visit was made to Sutton Bingham 
reservoir for duck, and several casual visits to the 
reservoir and Sherborne Lake were made. The usual 
large numbers of Pochard Mallard and Widgeon 
have been seen, the most unusual record being that 
of a crested grebe at Sutton Bingham! Regular 
counts have been made at Sherborne Lake. 

J.R.L. 

* * * * * 

LE CENACLE 
As it was felt that its purpose was being served 

by the papers given to the Green Ribbon and Les 
Polyglottes, the Society no longer meets. Neverthe
less, the interest and hospitality shown by Mr. and 
Mrs. Currie over its ten years of existence have been 
an example and stimulus to all, and many thanks are 
due to them from all past members. 

R. w. J. HARDIE 
(Hon. Sec.) 

* * * * * 

DUFFERS 
The society's meetings have met with some difficulty 

.this term owing to the unfortunate death of C. S. 
Marriot, who was to have spoken to us on the subject 
of Dylan Thomas. Ken Smith too had to withdraw 
at the last moment. However, the two meetings we 
did have were a great success. A trilogy by W. H. D. 
Facey, G. C. G. Woods and R. S. Glen, Esq., was 
full of learned information and intellectual stimulation, 
while at our second meeting L. E. C. Bruce, Esq., 
provided us with much entertainment in his readings 
from The Bell and Henderson the Rain King which 
formed a part of his talk on 'The Future of the Novel'. 

* * * * * 

W. J. HOGG 
(Ho11. Sec.) 

GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY 
In its first term under the chairmanship of Mr. 

Ketley the Society held three very interesting and 
instructive meetings. Dr. M. J. Clark, of Southampton 
University gave an insight into the new tendency 
towards scientific method in geography, C. J. Harvey, 
Esq., recreated the school trip to the Middle East, 
which took place in the summer holiday, and members 
of the Society discussed the problems of over
populated countries. 

Our thanks are due to the Chairman, for instigating 
such lively meetings, and to Mrs. Ketley, for her 
ever-welcome food and hospitality. 

T.S.CORDY 
(Hon. Sec.) 
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GREEN RIBBON CLUB 

There have been five meetings this term; an 
unusually large number, but all were well received. 
We were privileged to hear John le Carre speak on 
spies, and Dr. Charles Jefford, F.R.S., on 'Chemistry 
and Society'. R. W. J. Hardie talked on 'Bakunin'; 
the Secretary on 'Talleyrand'; and Miles. Linda 
Davies and Catherine Hicks on 'Shakespeare's 
concept of Kingship' and the 'Armada' respectively. 
Our sincere thanks go to Mr. Barker for all his 
hospitality and effort in making such a success of 
the society this last year. 

* * * * * 

P. H. SEDGWICK 
(Hon. Sec.) 

INTERPRETES 

The season began with a talk by J. M. Hough on 
Greek Mythology; M. C. Norman followed with a 
paper on Confucius, and I. T. Webb-Wilson delivered 
an excellent dissertation on Abelard. The term ended 
with a six-man paper on aspects of Nero's reign; 
the Girls' School Sixth Form attended this meeting. 
Thanks must go, as usual, to Mr. Glen for his 
hospitality. 

W. H. D. FACEY and G. c. G. WOODS 
(/llf. Maximi) 

* * * * * 

JAMES RHOADES SOCIETY 

The Society met four times this term. C. L. Bash
ford read an essay by Camus. D. A. B. Lough gave 
an entertaining and well illustrated talk on Israel. 
M. B. Mosse read some of Betjeman's poems at the 
third meeting and P. F. Gosling endeavoured to 
explain Dylan; finally the Society read Ionesco's 
'Rhinoceros'. 

Our thanks go to R.S.G. 
P. MATIHOLlE 

(Hon. Sec.) 

* * * * * 

MUSIC CLUB 

The Club met three times this term, hearing on the 
first occasion, P. A. Fanning 'justifying' Tchaikovsky 
with great verve and lucidity. Following this, 0. S. 
Pound, Esq., entertaining us in truly royal style at 
Kitt Hill House, played and explained extracts from 
Mozart's 'The Magic Flute'. Finally, a symposium 
led by Messrs. G. E. Wiles and R. S. Glen was given 
on aspects of 'Humour in Music'. 

Our gratitude to Mrs. Combes for generously 
providing refreshments, and to G.E.W. for his help 
and encouragement. 

P. P. MAYHEW 
(Hon. Sec.) 
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LES PHILOSOPHES 
For the first of the three meetings this term the 

Hon. Sec. read a paper on 'Tragedy'. Then Mr. 
Neale offered an entertaining slide-show on his 
experiences at Michigan University. Lastly, D. H. 
Crawshaw must be thanked for giving an extremely 
controversial paper on 'Prison Reform' three days 
after his Cambridge exams. Our thanks to the 
Chairman and his wife for their extensive hospitality. 

* * * * * 

J. F. R. Moss 
(Hon. Sec.) 

LES POL YGLOTTES 
In the first meeting this term Mr. Rouse kindly 

gave a short paper on sixteenth-century French 
lyric verse, while the Chairman concluded with 
excerpts from Richard Strauss' 'Salome'. We then 
had papers from, respectively, W. J. Hogg, P. C. 
Simpson, and the Hon. Sec. on: 'L'Impressionisme,' 
'From French Classicism to the Burgerliches Trauer
spiel' and 'Albert Camus et L'Existentialisme.' 
In the last meeting we read Wilhelm Borchert's 
disturbing play 'Draussen vor der Tur'. 

The Society's thanks to Mt. and Mrs. Wilkinson 
for their constant support and kind hospitality 
during my year of office. 

J. F. R. Moss 
(Hon. Sec.) 
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WHITEHEAD SOCIETY 
The society has met twice this term, and a third 

meeting is projected. At the first meeting K. L. 
Gardner gave a very interesting paper on Scottish 
Dancing. At the second meeting W. de M. and C. M. 
Egerton gave a fascinating talk on, and demonstration 
of, fiexagons. Our third meeting took the form of a 
symposium and farewell meeting for E. A. Door 
and the Cundys, to whom we are, even more than 
usual, indebted for all the trouble they have taken 
with this society. 

M. E. HILDESLEY 
(Hon. Sec.) 

* * * * * 

WILDMAN SOCIETY 
At the first meeting the Monarchy was saved by 

thirty-seven votes to seventeen. G. Lehner, attacking 
his country's policy in Vietnam, failed to sway a 
packed house which supported American intervention 
by sixty-four votes to thirty-eight. The third meeting 
was attended by some girls-and we are grateful to 
Miss Beese for coming with them-who joined in a 
debate on whether 'Public Opinion does as it is told': 
forty-four people thought it did, twenty-seven thought 
it did not. These high voting figures speak for them
selves, and many thanks must be given to Mr. Barker 
for the interest he has shown over the year. 

R. W. J. HARDIE 
(Hon. Sec.) 

I. c. GALE 
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GAMES 

v. Blundell's 
v. Taunton .. 
v. Cheltenham 
v. Downside 
v. Marlborough 
v. Radley 
v. Clifton 
v. R.B.A.I. 

REPORT: 

FOOTBALL 

}ST XV 

Won 17-3 
Won 15---0 
Won 28-3 
Drawn 6-6 
Lost 3-8 
Won 25---0 
Won 11-6 
Won 14-3 

SERIES RESULTS 
P. W. D. L. 
50 30 7 13 
24 14 2 8 
12 7 0 5 
71 37 6 28 
33 18 2 13 
20 16 1 3 
36 20 6 10 
2 2 0 0 

After two undistinguished losses to the Club sides 
and a distinct lack of vigour among the forwards in 
early Upper games, the side travelled to Blundell's 
for the start of the season more in hope than in 
confidence. Blundell's immediately scored a simple 
try and potted happily at goal while Sherbome 
struggled to find their feet. Suddenly, though, Hardie 
made a characteristic break in mid-field, Moss-one 
of the side's hardest workers-backed him up from 
wing-forward, and Sherborne were off the mark. 
After this they never looked back: Haworth kicked 
a penalty, Boog-Scott dropped a goal, and Mayhew 
and Snushall scored tries. Already the players in the 
crucial mid-field positions were promising good 
things. 

Next Taunton, away, in the wet, but a Taunton 
having, for them, a poor season. Sherborne got 
plenty of the ball, particularly from Haworth at the 
back of the line-out, the halves used it sensibly, and 
Fanning and Snushall, on the wings, not quick 
enough by the highest standards but both useful 
players, scored most of the points. At full-back Hose
good played his best game of the season. So, 32 
points in two games, and another 28 against a weak 
Cheltenham side the following week: so far the side 
hadn't really been extended. 

Half-term, and then the tough stuff. Downside 
came, unbeaten for two years; and could have been 
two tries down in the first 15 minutes, but somehow 
were one penalty goal up. Boog-Scott replied with a 
dropped penalty goal, but Downside immediately 
returned the compliment. Their tackling let nothing 
through; Gidney and Hardie played finely in the 
centre but there wasn't quite the pace in support to 
finish things off, and in the end it was a penalty by 
Haworth that just saved Sherborne. 

The Inspectors inspected, and Sherborne set off, 
slightly harassed, for Marlborough. The forwards, 
caught off the boil, were pushed all over the field, 
and, for the first time, the backs were behind a 
beaten pack. Mayhew, at scrum-half, had a fine game, 
particularly in defence, and Boog-Scott, his partner, 
made the very most of few chances; Snushall, too, 
had his best game of the season, tackling, covering, 
catching; but it was defence nearly all the time and 
not enough to win or, this time, even save the game. 

Now the challenge for Barry and his forwards became 
clear: they had better halves and centres behind them 
than any side they had met-<:ould they give them 
enough of the ball? Against Radley they did, and the 
backs made spectacular use of it. The three-quarters 
all helped themselves to scores, Mattholie backed up 
and ran in powerfully, and Holding-Parsons, the 
side's best line-out forward, gambolled across for 
his annual try. The most significant event of the day, 
however, took place elsewhere: Clifton beat Marl
borough 14---0. On paper we should lose to Clifton 
about 20---0. 

The forwards worked hard all week: Cooper, 
Easterbrook, Irons, and Holding-Parsons had to 
hold the larger Clifton forwards, or the Sherborne 
backs wouldn't have a chance. After Marlborough, 
it was a unique second chance, and they took it. 
This time they supported Barry's hook, and, though 
the loose heels were still rare, they gave the backs 
enough to win the game. First, Gidney broke beauti
fully through the centre and Hardie scored; then, 
after 2 penalties by Clifton, Mayhew slipped round 
the front of a line-out and scored the try he had 
threatened to score all the season; and, in the second 
half, after more threats by the centres, Boog-Scott 
suddenly went on his own for the winning try. This 
was the best win of the season, and in it Sherborne 
reached 100 points for the first time since 1941. 

It remains to make extra mention, and deserved 
extra mention, of the Secretary and Captain,. Boog
Scott, apart from being most efficient off the field, 
played a big part in the side's success: his defence 
was excellent, and against no side did he fail to make 
dangerous breaks. Barry, too, had another most 
successful season, his third in the side: he became, 
in this class of football, a devastating hooker, and 
his play in the loose-<:harging down kicks, starting 
attacks, tackling, stealing, harrying, improvising
was quite outstanding. Naturally he was much 
respected as a player; he was much liked as a leader 
too. 

* * * * * 

RESULTS: 
v. Blundell's 
v. Taunton 
v. Hardye's 1st XV 
v. Canford 
v. Milton Abbey 
v. Clayesmore 
v. Downside .. 
v. Clifton 

2NoXV 

Won 
Won 
Won 
Won 
Won 
Lost 
Lost 
Won 

27---0 
19---0 
6-3 

37---0 
8-{j 

0-3 
3-22 
10-3 

The team started well by winning several matches 
decisively against poor opponents and winning against 
Hardye's 1st XV, who were potentially better, by 
ferocious tackling. Then, following a too easy win 
against Canford, they played badly to lose against 
Clayesmore at home. Worse was to follow in the 
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game against Downside where we had lost six of our 
regular forwards and our full back through illness 
and replacements for the 1st XV injuries. 

It was very pleasing to finish the school matches 
with a rousing struggle against Clifton in which the 
forwards managed a larger and stronger pack 
magnificently and the outsides ran well. 

Throughout this rather difficult term the Captain, 
W. A. M. Carey has kept the organization and morale 
going extremely well, and N. H. Bates has turned out 
to be an excellent scrum leader. 

Outstanding players in the forwards include 
J. R. D. de Courcy-Wheeler, and, when he got fit, 
J. S. Waterfall. P. C. Simpson promises well but was 
rather dogged by illness and J. P. Roper is developing 
fast. Among the backs P. C. T. Moore played 
heroically at full back. His tackling and attacking 
play could not be bettered, and if he had caught and 
kicked the ball with more assurance he would have 
easily gained a place on any school I st XV. W. A. M. 
Carey at fly-half and P. D. Morton in the centre are 
both very promising players, and will be dangerous 
if they can find some real speed while I. A. Smith will 
be brilliant if he can learn how to control the speed 
and strength he has. T. N. C. Westman made the 
very most of his task as a wing playing in the centre. 

J.R.L. 

* * * * * 

3RD XV 
Played 8; Won 7; Lost 1 

A good season; based on a fast, hard pack which 
gained a great deal of possession, the backs were 
able to do plenty of running with the ball, and the 
tries came. One of the features this year was the 
depth of rugger in the school, whether from the 4th 
XV who filled places on the 3rd XV for the occasional 
game, or from Game 1 who filled in on the 4th XV, 
and sometimes even on the 3rd XV. 

Lytle captained the side well from scrum-half; 
Jack at fly-half got his three-quarters moving fast 
and as he increased in confidence achieved some good 
breaks on his own ending with a notable drop-goal 
against Shaftesbury on a snow-covered pitch. Lucas 
worked very hard at centre and, apart from his own 
breaks, gave the line a look of solidity and deter
mination both in attack and defence. Robertson, 
at full-back, proved the most effective runner on the 
side, coming into the line time and again to catch 
the opposition off balance. But in the end success 
was due to the forwards, working as a pack at all 
times, particularly in their ability to get the ball in 
the loose. It would be invidious to do more than 
mention that they were ably led by Cordy who more 
than earned his place as scrum-leader, as well as £ 
his ability at prop. 

I hope the team enjoyed playing as much as we 
enjoyed watching them when they were at their best. 

* * * * * 
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COLTS XV 

The Colts XV this season could not compare with 
the unbeaten side of two seasons ago. It lacked 
players of real ability and speed behind the scrum, 
and with a large pack of forwards that developed 
mobility and cohesion late in the season we rarely 
imposed our game upon the opposition. After an 
initial win against Blundell's, away from home, 
there was a lean patch of three games without a point 
for us. At Taunton, in particular, we met a first rate 
side and were taught how to play the modern game 
in the forwards. 

Credit must be given, however, to Garforth-Bles, 
who led the side with enthusiasm all the season, and 
the team itself, for they never stopped trying to 
improve their game. The end of the season saw an 
improvement with a win against Downside and a 
narrow defeat at the hands of Marlborough. The final 
record was won 2, lost 4, for 23 points, against 
59 points. 

R.A.C.K. 

* * * * * 
JUNIORS' FINAL 

This was played on 16th December when an 
exciting game resulted in a 5-3 win for A ii over G. 

* * * * * 

SQUASH 
Apart from a six-string match against the masters 

early in the term all matches have been of three 
strings only, including matches played in the Dorset 
Schools Competition, for which the School entered 
two teams, one reaching the Final of the preliminary 
competition, the other failing the final of the main 
competition, and each being beaten by Canford, 
whose first team was outstanding. 

The Inter-House Competition was won for the 
second time running by Lyon House in a closely 
fought final against the Digby. The result was in 
doubt to the end, and plenty of good hard squash 
was played. 

T. M. S. Geake and E. C. Dowdeswell were the 
only two badges, while Cobden-Ramsay generally 
filled third place. The second team in the Cup was 
made up from: Boog-Scott, Lytle, Seaton, and 
Clynton-Reed. 

With a number of other promising players in the 
School, and the opportunity to play full-time squash, 
the prospects for next term look good. 

Sherborne beat: Canford B, Weston-Super-Mare. 
Sherborne B beat: Milton Abbey. 
Sherborne lost to: Merriott, Canford, The Mcr

curians. 
EXHIBITION MATCHES 

We were privileged to see two very fine exhibition 
matches this term; the first between J. C. Gordon 
(O.S.) and P. G. Richards, the second between 
A. M. H. Hill and M. D. Thurgur. Such matches can 
only do good to those who witness them, and it was a 
pity to see so few spectators at the second match. 
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OXFORD BLUE 

Congratulations to David Moss (h. 1959-1964) 
on being awarded his Blue for Squash at Oxford 
University this term, and for winning his match in 
three games against Cambridge on 25th November. 

c.s.c. 

* * * * * 

GOLF 
The team looked weak with the departure of 

M. Eglington and J. Parsons. Although we lost to a 
strong Millfield team early in the term, we beat 
Downside (admittedly only by a narrow margin) 
and then beat a Millfield team no less strong than the 
first. This was a particularly good win, including 
M. Gidney's defeat of the formidable M. King, a 
scratch player but off form. This was only his second 
defeat in a School match-both were at the hands of 
Sherborne. Lyon House won the Inter-House Four
somes as expected, and P. Lough won the Individual 
Handicap Medal Competition. Our thanks to Mr. 
Hunter and Mr. Door for the help they have given us. 

* * * * * 

FENCING 

D. A. B. LoUGH 
(Hon. Sec.) 

This term the team has been inexperienced and 
young, but won against weakened opposition. The 
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sabreurs (coached by Cartmell from scratch) have 
great potential, but the 2nd Foil has yet to find its 
true form. 

The Club's numbers are up again. Professor 
Sanders' return as our coach, and Mr. Timmins' 
transfer from boxing are bound to raise the standard, 
and they must both be thanked for all the trouble 
they have taken this term. 

The following fenced for the School: P. M. Napier, 
J. P. Griffin, J. D. Raven, Sunderland, Lumley-Ellis, 
Jermain, Corlett, Middleditch N, Barton H, Tilley R, 
Ballard, Elder. 
1st Foil won 4, lost 4, beating Bruton, Chard, Elm

hurst, Sherborne School for Girls. 
2nd Foil beat Bruton and Canford. 
Sabre beat Canford. 

* * * * * 

GYM TEAM 

The team has had a moderately successful term. 
There were two matches, the first against Bruton at 
home on Friday, 11th November, and the second, 
the annual three-cornered match between Sherborne, 
Downside and Marlborough on Tuesday, 22nd 
November. The team won the first match without too 
much difficulty. But the second one provided much 
tougher competition and we managed to gain second 
place 1 i marks behind Downside. Marlborough, 
however, gained the highest individual score. 

N. J. BRIERLEY 
(Captain of Gym) 

TUNNEL 
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SHOOTING 
Shooting is now entirely on an indoor basis and 

consequently it is envisaged forming a School Rifle 
Club in the future. This would enable us to compete 
in the Dorset League and might encourage keen 
enthusiasts to take a more active part. The VIII this 
term has been greatly boosted by the consistent 
nucleus of Roberts, Butt and Goddard, and results 
next term under the Country Life conditions promise 
to be good as we now have a body of ten reliable 
shots from which to choose. 

By way of postscript, it is worth mentioning the 
VIII's excellent performance in the C.C.F. Schools' 
Small-Bore match-the Staniforth-in which we 
came 26th out of 145. 
RESULTS: 

1st VIII: Won 9, Lost 16, Shot 28. No result, 3. 
2nd VIII: Won 0, Lost 3, Shot 4. No result, 1. 

c. H. ADDAMS-WILLIAMS 
(Captain of Shooting) 

* * * * * 

SHOOTING 
Now that the Governors have decided that there 

is to be no more Open Range Shooting, it is appro
priate to review the School's fortunes in that sport. 
This account will cover the period since 1928, when 
the writer joined the Staff, but will deal more fully 
with events since 1945, when he became Master i/c 
Shooting. 

The School first sent a team to Bisley to compete 
for the Ashburton Shield in 1890, eight years after 
the competition was transferred from Wimbledon. 
Of the hundred schools who now enter, only seventeen 
were earlier in the field. Later in this account will be 
found a record of all scores and placings in the 
Ashburton since 1928, with a summary of results 
in side-by-side matches against other schools, and a 
note of successes won in other competitions at 
Bisley. 

Up to 1940, The Shirburnian is the only source 
available to the enquirer. Since then it has been the 
custom for the Captain of Shooting to keep a record 
book: this record is either voluminous or scanty, 
literary or otherwise-it varies with the nature of 
successive. captains. At the same time, reports in 
The Shirburnian have become briefer and more 
perfunctory, perhaps because the Editors were short 
of space-or had the Captain exhausted himself 
writing up his book? There is also a pictorial record: 
framed photos of the team were hung in the old 
Armoury until it was merged in the Science Block, 
and of these a number survive in the Archives. Since 
1945, team photos have been kept in an album, 
also to be found in the Archives. 

From 1929 to 1939 Shooting was supervised by 
Mr. Elder, who left in 1935, and by Mr. H. C. W. 
Davis: each of them had shot for his school at Bisley. 
Side-by-side matches were fired v. Marlborough, and 
later v. Canford, Clifton and Blundell's. The Captain's 
chief worries seem to have been the erratic behaviour 
of the range telephone, and the difficulty of getting 
enough recruits to pick a sound team. In fact the 
position was much the same as in post-war years: 
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before 1939 there were fewer rival sports in summer, 
but only some 400 boys in the School, so that before 
and after the war it has been equally hard to find good 
reserves, or indeed to build a sound team. 

The Shooting Book was started in 1941 by J. L.A. 
Evatt. Shooting was almost confined to the Miniature 
Range, and Colours were awarded on that. The team 
did brilliantly in Country Life, and had some hopes 
of having won it, until they heard that all records sent 
by all schools had been destroyed by enemy action. 
(It is worth noting that they had lost nearly all the 
previous postal matches.) In the summer it was 
possible to go to Blundell's for a .22 match in the 
open at 25 and 50 yds., and Blundell's came for a 
match on Crackmore at 200 yds. The 30-yd. range at 
Houndstone was also used. 

R. N. Quartano then diligently wrote up the years 
1942 to 1945. In 1942, postal matches were nearly all 
won, but Country Life was postponed till the summer. 
Use of Crackmore was rare, and without notice, 
and Houndstone was used twice. In 1943 there was 
no Country Life, and the Miniature Range was used 
throughout the summer, though Crackmore was 
more often available. In 1944 there was practice on 
Crackmore once a fortnight, in spite of a serious road 
accident to R.S.M. Brown, 'the Major', which was to 
give him much pain for the rest of his life, though it 
never daunted his spirit. P14 rifles were now issued 
in place of the 15 S.M.L.E. which had survived 
requisition by the War Office after Dunkirk, and 
which were lent to· the Home Guard, from whom 
they were later recovered and kept in reserve for use 
after the war. In 1945 Houndstone and (later) Crack
more were used thrice weekly: there was a match at 
Mere with Marlborough, Canford and Clayesmore, 
each sending two VIII's. Our best scores seem to 
have been 28 at 200 yds. and 24 at 500 yds., with a 
total of 349 ! But a week later at Crackmore we made 
481 v. Blundell's, and yet lost. 

In 1946, the only side-by-side match was v. Blun
dell's. Since then there have been annual fixtures with 
Clifton and Marlborough also: in 1952 Allhallows 
was added, and there have usually been one (or even 
two) matches with Bruton. Only with Marlborough 
has there been a Cup at stake, the Carey-Martin Cup 
presented by the respective Captains in 1927: we have 
only won it about one year in five, though the margin 
has twice been a single point. 

The first post-war Bisley, 1946, was also the last 
year in which teams shot with issue sights and without 
slings: special sights have brought much higher 
scores, and some old hands would say that they 
have made shooting dead easy, but the nervous 
strain of matches remains acute. In 1950 we lost a 
month's shooting on Crackmore, whilst we argued 
with the War Office that the range was not unsafe: 
we had to muster some big guns before we got the 
use of it again. The 1952 team won all their school 
matches and missed the Kinder Cup at Bisley by one 
point: the 1958 team lost all school matches except 
one, but won the Kinder Cup. The years 1958 to 
1960 show an excellent record at Bisley: in each case a 
good captain was supported by a number of good 
shots who settled down to make a happy team. Since 
then, there have always been several good shots, 
but not enough material for a sound team. For a 
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while it seemed as though 1966 would be a good year, 
but the early promise was not fulfilled. 

Crackmore was finally closed in 1964. It was falling 
to pieces anyhow, and shooting proved much easier 
to organize at Sydling, a much better range in every 
way. But it could not be booked as often, or as long, 
as we wanted, and the alternatives, Langport and 
Mere, are too far off to be convenient. 

It remains to thank those who have helped us over 
the years. 'The Major' and R.S.M. Alden have been 
in their very different ways the mainstay of our 
efforts, coaching, maintaining the rifles and stores, 
meeting all crises, in spite of many other calls on their 
time. Old Shirbumians have readily responded when 
asked to come and shoot against us, or to support us 
at Bisley. Special thanks are due to those O.S.s who 
have taken on the task of raising teams, or have 
helped us with their expert advice. To mention only 
a few names well known in the shooting world, we 
have owed much to A. P. C. Webster, D. A. Lloyd, 
and J. D. Peter-Hoblyn in different generations. 
There have been benefactions too: £100 in memory 
of A. P. C. Webster, with which we bought four 
superb telescopes, and the Martin Smithwick (1953) 
and Hew James (1956) Prizes, both given in memory 
of staunch members of the VIII in Lyon House, 
who met untimely deaths abroad. These latter have 
provided awards for good shooting throughout the 
season and at Bisley. 

ASHBURTON SHIELD 
Record of School VIII 
200 yds. 500 yds. Place 

280 280 560 
1928 234 218 452 18 
1929 207 204 411 67 
1930 228 210 438 48 
1931 223 224 447 47 
1932 233 233 466 17 
1933 226 245 471 6 
1934 245 234 479 8 
1~5 n6 n5 ~1 ~ 

1936 214 219 433 44 
1937 229 226 455 20 
1938 229 242 471 8 
1939 236 226 462 12 
1946 214 231 445 12 

After 1946, special sights and slings were used. 
1947 250 251 501 11 
1948 248 244 492 6 
1949 246 254 500 14 
1950 242 243 485 32 
1951 244 254 498 26 
1952 255 248 503 14 
1953 249 243 492 16 
1954 253 246 499 19 
1955 251 243 494 34 
1956 254 249 503 12 
1957 247 246 493 49 
1958 257 238 495 18 
1959 256 253 509 6 
1960 253 257 510 15 
1961 248 241 489 50 
1962 242 231 473 87 
1963 240 235 475 89 
1964 248 251 499 39 
1965 244 250 494 57 
1966 237 227 464 45 
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The number of Schools competing rose from 
77 in 1950 to 103 in 1965. 

The variation in scores and places is due to weather 
conditions. 

The School were 3rd in 1925. They were sixth in 
1933, 1948, 1959. 

In 1928 they were equal 1st at 200 yds. 
Three times they were 2nd at one range, 1933 and 

1946 at 500 yds., 1952 at 200 yds. 

THE CADETS TROPHY 
(Teams of two boys under sixteen) 

H.P.S. 140 Place H.P.S. 140 Place 
1928 118 2 1949 116 27 
1929 111 4 1950 114 58 
1930 110 10 1951 126 4 
1931 117 4 1952 124 19 
1932 112 13 1953 114 47 
1933 114 10 1954 126 10 
1934 115 10 1955 122 17 
1935 115 13 1956 127 Won 
1936 116 9 1957 124 14 
1937 102 46 1958 122 18 
1938 124 Won 1959 129 3 
1939 114 IO 1960 125 14 
1946 99 31 1961 115 61 
Special sights and slings 1962 112 77 
now used 1963 132 Won 
1947 122 9 1964 117 63 
1948 123 6 1965 118 59 

1966 100 85 
The number of Schools competing rose from 67 

in 1950 to 94 in 1963. 

TROPHIES WON AT BISLEY 
Cadets Trophy 1896, 1938, 1956, 1963 
Kinder Cup 1958 
Spencer-Mellish 1914 E. E. F. Baker 

(1959 M. P. Miers was 2nd) 
Wellington 1956 D. N. Morrison 
Iveagh 1949 M. J. L. Attfield 

1965 F. N. Roberts (17 consecu
tive bulls) 

Gale and Polden 1924 G. R. A. Vallance 
1964 E. P. Field 

Gale and Polden 1958 J. L. Monro 
(Revolver) 

SIDE-BY-SIDE MATCHES-1927 TO 1966 

1•. Marlborough 
v. Clifton 
1•. Blundells 
v. Allhallows' 
v. Bruton 

Won Lost Total 
7 24 31 

11 13 24 
8 15 23 
5 12 17 

14 5 19 

MINIATURE RA:-;GE 
Up to 1953 the Miniature Range was a lean-to shed 

against the North Wall of the old Armoury and the 
Science Block: it was so narrow that there was only 
just room for three to shoot abreast. The School 
entered regularly for the Country Life competition, 
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but there is no record of any success. During the war, 
as has been said above, nearly all shooting was done 
on the Miniature Range, and perhaps only enemy 
action robbed us of winning Country Life in 1941. 
In the spring term 1942, scores were consistently high, 
reaching 644 out of 680: but Country Life was held 
over until the summer. 1947 and 1948 were vintage 
years for postal matches: Using Mossburgs, the team 
made scores ranging from 644 to 669 out of 680 in 
twelve matches against some 36 opponents, of whom 
only four are recorded as having done better, with 
one tie. But in both years the Country Life scores 
were far lower, 621 and 585-sad cases of match 
nerves. In 1953 the present range came into use: 
in 1954 the team made 686 out of 720 in a match, 
and with 673 and a possible on Landscape came 
9th in Country Life, the 2nd VIII being 32nd. Our 
places in 1946 and 1947 had been 12th out of 67 
('disappointing') and 10th. In 1957 we had fallen to 
60th, and in 1958 the captain laments that no one 
else can make a good score. Since 1963 our place has 
been between 80th and 96th, the entries varying 
between 144 and 161. 

Since 1955 the School has also competed in another 
schools competition in the Michaelmas term, the 
Staniforth, for which decimal targets are used. The 
number of entries for this has risen in the last six 
years from 120 to 164: our position has varied from 
32nd to 6lst. A few of the best shots have also 
joined the Town Rifle Club, using their rifles, and 
taken part in the County Small-Bore League matches 
during the winter. 

It will be seen that there is plenty of scope and 
variety in the Miniature Range for anyone interested. 
And the more people who can find the time to try 
this fascinating sport, the more chance there will be 
of improving the School's poor record in recent years. 

G.G.G. 
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THE SHERBORNE PILGRIMS 

At a recent Committee meeting, the following 
were elected members of the Club. 

1. THROUGH QUALIFYING: 
W. Eglington (g. 1957-62) 
D. J. Turner (c. 1952-57) 
S. H. Wingfield-Digby (h. 1958-63) 

2. As LEAVERS: 
R. W. J. Hardie, 
D. A. Haworth 
A. M. Southall 

The Sherborne Pilgrims' Club exists to promote 
tours, to encourage all forms of games for Old 
Shirburnians and to keep members in touch with one 
another and with the School. Its members have all 
made a major contribution to Sherborne, or to Old 
Shirburnian, games. 

Membership is in the hands of the Committee. 
The normal method of election is through playing 
qualifying matches, but certain boys with an out
standing games record at School are absolved from 
qualifying and are elected as leavers. 

ALL Old Shirburnians, regardless of their prowess 
at School, may apply to play in ANY of the cricket, 
rugger, golf, hockey, squash or lawn tennis matches 
promoted by the Club and so eventually qualify 
for membership. Anybody interested should get in 
touch with the Hon. Secretary, M. R. G. Earls-Davis, 
who will forward their name to the match manager 
concerned. 

* * * * * 

VALETES 
SCHOOL HOUSE 

N. S. F. GLENNIE came 19622, MS6A, Upper Sixth, 
Shooting VIII 1965 (Colours), Sailing Captain 19663

, 

Whitehead-to further studies and law. 
P. INNES-KER came 19613, M6AJ, Upper Sixth, 

Head of House, 3rd XV Rugger 1964, 1965, 1966, 
3rd XI Hockey 1966, P.T. Instructor, Whitehead, 
Philosophes, Secretary Motor Club-accountancy 
via university. 

R. D. IRVINE ROBERTSON came 19623
, HE6A, Upper 

Sixth, School Librarian, Green Ribbon, Les 
Polyglottes-university (Cambridge or London). 

T. F. MASSIE came 196!3, Upper Sixth, House Prefect, 
Aston Binns' Junior Prize (French), P.T. Instructor, 
Alchemists, Duffers, Whitehead-to university and 
engineering. 

J. R. D. MIDDLEDITCH came 1962', M6Al, Upper 
Sixth, House Prefect, P.T. Instructor, Flt. Sgt., 
Whitehead-Bank of England. 

M. C. NORMAN came 19623 CL6, Upper Sixth, 
School Essay, Interpretes, Philosophes - Sbholar
ship in Classics, Trinity Hall. 

P. H. SEDGWICK came 19623 , HE6A; Upper Sixth, 
Bowen History, Alison Blenkinsop, School 
Librarian, Hon. Secretary Green Ribbon, Music 
Club, United Services, Le Cenacle-to university 
and law. 

Left in July 
A. N. NESBITT came 19641

, 4E-to further studies. 
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ABBEY HOUSE 

T. M. S. GEAKE came 1962\ MS6A1, Upper Sixth 
House Prefect, 2nd XI Hockey 1965 and 1966, 
2nd XI Cricket Captain 1965, 1st XI Cricket 1966, 
Golf Colours 1964, 1965, 1966, Squash team 19653, 

19663, Captain 19663, Fives team 1965, P.T. 
Instructor-Rhodesia and University (Cambridge?) 

J. J. IRONS came 19621, HE6A3, School Prefect, 
2nd XV 1965, 1st XV 1966, P.T. Instructor, 
R.S.M., Orchestra, Les Philosophes, James 
Rhoades-acting. 

J. F. R. Moss came 1961", ML6A1, Upper Sixth, 
Head of House, Lister and Aston Binns Prizes 
(German), Bereny Prize (French), Rugger 1st XV 
1966, 2nd XV 1965, 3rd XV 1964, Cricket 3rd XI 
1965, 1966, School Boxing 1962, 1964, P.T. 
Instructor, Hon. Secretary Philosophes and Poly
glottes, Le Cenacle-to university (Oxford) and law. 

J. D. ROGERS came 19623 , HE6A1, Upper Sixth, 
2nd XI Hockey 1965, Trebles, Gym Colours 1964, 
Boxing 1962,-university. 

I. T. WEBB-WILSON came 19611, CL6A1, Upper Sixth, 
Head of House, External Student 19663

, Exhibition 
in Classics, Exeter College, Oxford, Leweston, 
Kitson Vocal, 3rd XV 1965, 2nd XV 1966, Captain 
Tennis 1966, P.T. Instructor, Orchestra, Les 
Philosophes (ex-Hon. Sec.), Music Club (ex-Hon. 
Sec.), Interpretes, Le Cenacle-university. 

G. C. G. Wooos came 19613, CL6A1, Upper Sixth, 
School Prefect, 3rd XV 1966, P.T. Instructor, 
Interpretes (Int. Max.), Duffers-university and 
industry? 

THE GREEN 

J. M. Houm1 came 19621, CL6, Upper Sixth, House 
Prefect, Exhibition in Classics B.N.C., P.T. 
Instructor, Philosophes, Interpretes-university. 

S. P. HuGGILL came 19633, MS5A-teacher. 
A. T. JEANS came 19622, MS6A2, House Prefect, 

Royal Naval Flying Scholarship, Flt. Sgt., United 
Services, Alchemists, Whitehead-R.N.C., Dart
mouth. 

P. C. T. MOORE came 19613, HE6A3, Upper Sixth, 
Head of House, 2nd XI Cricket 1965, 2nd XV 
Rugger 1965, 3rd XI Hockey 1966, Golf 1965, 
P.T. Instructor, Green Ribbon, Duffers-to 
university. 

R. E. J. ROBINSON-HORLEY came 19623, HE6A, 
House Prefect, 3rd XV Colours 1965, Athletics 
Team 1963-1966, Colours 1965/1966, P.T. Instruc
tor, United Services-to the U.S.A. and film 
industry. 

P. c. SIMPSON came 19613, ML6A, Upper Sixth, 
School Prefect, Scholarship to America, 2nd XV 
Rugger, Polyglottes, Philosophes, Green Ribbon
America, Cambridge(?), law(?). 

HARPER HOUSE 

D. R. HARDIMAN came 19613, HE6A, Upper Sixth, 
House Prefect-to university. 

D. A. HAWORTH came 19613, GE6A, Head of House, 
1st XV 1964, 1965, 1966, 2nd XI Hockey 1966, 
1st XI Cricket 1965, 1966, Hon. Secretary United 
Services, Geography Society-to Mons O.C.S. 
and Short Service Commission. 
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C. C. IRVINE came 19613, MS6A1 Upper Sixth, 
House Prefect, Exhibition, Maths and Science, 
Peterhouse, Athletics 1964, 1965-Whitehead, 
Philosophes-university and industry. 

A. M. SOUTHALL came 19613, HE6A1, Upper Sixth, 
School Prefect, Cricket XI 1964, 1965, 1966 (Sec.), 
Green Ribbon, Philosophes-university. 

M. S. BATE came 19613, CL6A, House Prefect, 
Shooting (Hon. Sec.), Interpretes-university. 

ABBEY LANDS 
W. H. D. FACEY came 196!3, CL6A1, Upper Sixth, 

Head of House, Fletcher French Prize, Wildman 
Prize for Latin, 3rd XI Hockey 1965, 2nd XI 
Hockey 1966, 3rd XV 1965, 2nd XV 1966, Inter
pretes (Int. Max.), Duffers-Oxford? 

T. R. W. STUBBS came 19623, MS6A2, Upper Sixth, 
School Prefect, 2nd XV 1966, Trebles, P.T. Instruc
tor, United Services-further education, veterinary 
surgeon. 

LYON HOUSE 
R. J. DUNN came 1961 3, MS6A, Upper Sixth, School 

Prefect, P.T. Instructor, Alchemists, Philosophes, 
United Services-Medicine (Cambridge and Barts). 

M. P. LoWE came 19632, Mod.SD, Sailing Team, 
United Services Club-U.S.A. and Army. 

R. R. M. LYTLE came 196!3, MS6A, Upper Sixth, 
Head of House, 1st XI Cricket 19662 , 3rd XV 
19663 (Capt.), Cross-country 1966 (Capt.), Fives 
1966, Squash 1966, P.T. Instructor, United 
Services Society, Biology Society-University. 

S. V. H. PIKE came 19621, HE6A3, House Prefect, 
Music Club, United Services-Paris and adver
tising. 

D. B. O'KEEFFE came 19621, MS6, Athletics 1965, 
1966 (Colours), Alchemists, James Rhoades-to 
Kenya, then Guy's Hospital. 

WESTCOIT HousE 
M. c. R. BEASLEY came 19622, HE6A2, Head of 

House, Barnes Elocution, Boxing Team, P.T. 
Instructor, James Rhoades, Philosophes-industry. 

P. D. MORTON came 19623, ML6B, 2nd XV 19663, 

2nd XI Hockey, 1st Tennis 1965, 1966-
J. s. WATERFALL came 19622, MS6A2, 3rd xv, 1965, 

2nd XV 1966, Boxing (Colours 1964, 1965), 
Sailing (Colours 1965, 1966), Whitehead-further 
studies. 

THE DIGBY 
J. V. M. BEST ex-Westcott came 19623, MS6A2, 

School Prefect, Athletics, 1964, Colours 1965, 
Captain 1966, Orchestra, Music Club, Green 
Ribbon, Whitehead, Philosophes-university and 
E.M.I. 

R. J. ELLIS ex-Abbey came 19623
, HE6A, Upper 

Sixth, House Prefect, James Rhoades, Philosophes, 
Green Ribbon-university and journalism. 

R. W. J. HARDIE ex-Westcott came 19613, HE6A, 
Upper Sixth, Head of School, Old Members 
Scholarship, Lincoln, Senior Longmuir English 
Prize, Hockey XI 1965, Secretary 1966, Cricket 
XI 1965, Captain 1966, Rugger XV 1965, 1966, 
Squash Badge 1965, P.T. Instructor, Editor of 
The Shirburnian, Green Ribbon; Hon. Secretary 
Le Cenacle, Hon. Secretary Wildman Society
Oxford. 



With Martins Bank, you could be a Manager in your 30s, a man of standing in th.e 
community, whose advice is sought on every aspect of business and financial 
matters, From there on, the highest management positions are wide open if you 
have the ability and determination to achieve them. 

If you have 4 '0' Levels or 2 'A' Levels, find out what a career with Martins Bank 
could offer you. Write to the District General Manager, Martins Bank Limited, 
47, Corn Street, Bristol 1 

Basic salary scales: 16 years of age with 4 'O' Levels 
18 years of age with 2 'A' Levels 
21 years of age with a Degree 

Send the coupon now. 

r;o-;: o::ct ~e:-Ma:e;- - -
I Martins Bank Limited, 47 Corn Street, Bristol 1 

£370 p.a. 
£525 p.a. 
£800 p.a. 

I Please send me details cf careers with Martins Bank 

I NAME ................................................................................... . 

I ADDRESS ............................................................................ . 
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Whose hat? 
Does it belo11g to 

a pilot? a navigator? an engineer? a logistics expert? 
a personnel 111a11ager? a grou11d dde11ce co11111u111der? 

an air tra.ffic controller? a teacher? 
or someone else? 

The fact is, a lot of people just don't realise 
how many different careers there are in the 
R.A.F. today-or how many different ways 
there are of starting. This is a pity-because 
in this age of Global Air-mobile Defence, 
with swing-wing aircraft, vertical take-off 
and all the rest, the opportunities are far too 
good to be missed. 

If you are interested in becoming an R.A.F. 
officer, ask your Careers Master for some 
leaflets---0r get him to arrange for you to 
meet your R.A.F. Schools Liaison Officer 

for an informal chat. Or, if you prefer, 
write to Group Captain M. A. D'Arcy, 
R.A.F., Adastral House, (25F1\h), London, 
W.C.1. Please give your age and say what 
qualifications you have or are studying for, 
and what kind of work in the R.A.F. most 
interests you. 

Make your career in ___ -it-
_, ---- •)o 

The,,Royal Air Force 
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